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ABSTRACT 
 

Between September 1970 and September 11, 1973, President Richard Nixon’s 

administration waged an economic and covert CIA campaign on Chilean President 

Salvador Allende’s Marxist Popular Unity (UP) government.  Nixon’s campaign helped 

create the shortages, inflation, and propaganda necessary to compel Chile’s divided anti-

Marxist opposition groups to join the same movement against the government in October 

1972.  The central thesis of this work is the following: Nixon’s administration helped 

create the internal conditions that drove groups of anti-Marxist Chileans into a unified 

movement that manifested itself during the truckers’ strike of October 1972 and delivered 

a mortal blow to the UP.  Chile’s anti-Marxist movement weakened the UP so much that 

the Chilean military easily overthrew Allende on September 11, 1973.  The 

administration, fearing that another Latin American Marxist leader might try to pursue 

the electoral path to power, used Allende’s fellow countrymen to bring down his 

democratically elected socialist government before it could spread communism to the rest 

of Latin America.   
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORIOGRAPHY 
 

In Price of Power: Kissinger in the Nixon White House, Seymour Hersh pointed out 

that the Nixon administration interfered with Chile’s internal affairs in the following two 

ways: first, the administration tried to prevent Allende from winning the presidential 

election of 1970; and second, when the administration failed to defeat Allende, it then 

turned to waging a long-term economic and propaganda campaign on his government that 

helped destabilize it.  Under the authority of Nixon and Henry Kissinger, the 40 

Committee, a high-level group within the intelligence community, ordered the Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA) to influence Chile’s presidential election.  In March and June 

1970, the Committee approved a series of anti-Allende spoiling operations for the CIA to 

carry out against Allende.  While approving the CIA’s operations, the Committee gave 

$135,000 to the CIA’s Santiago station in March and $300,000 to it in June so that field-

agents could fund their activities to ruin Allende’s public image and campaign message.1

Field-agents used the Chilean media and right-wing civic groups to plant 

frightening propaganda about what would happen to many Chileans under an Allende 

government.  Before Election Day, September 4, field-agents and their Chilean contacts 

mailed thousands of newsletters, handed out booklets, distributed posters, and painted 

walls in order to scare Chileans into voting against Allende.  The CIA tried to scare non-

Marxist Chileans into believing that if they did not prevent Allende from winning the 

election, then they would experience the same awful fate that some Czechoslovakians 

 

                                                 
1 Seymour Hersh, The Price of Power: Kissinger in the Nixon White House. (New York: Summit Books, 

1983), 263- 296. 
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experienced during the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics’ (USSR) invasion of Prague 

in 1968 and some Cubans experienced at the hands of dictator Fidel Castro’s purported 

firing squads.  Yet, the CIA’s propaganda messages failed to scare enough Chileans into 

voting against Allende.   

In fact, Hersh argued that the CIA’s spoiling operation probably helped Allende win 

the election for the following two reasons: (1) the CIA’s subsidized newspaper and wire 

services broadcasted messages that probably alienated a lot of responsible conservatives; 

and (2) according to US Ambassador to Chile Edward Korry, the CIA’s manufactured 

propaganda probably created a lot of votes for Allende.  Therefore, the CIA’s operation 

amounted to a counterproductive campaign that helped Allende win the presidency.2

Right after the operation failed to spoil Allende’s presidential campaign; field-

agents increasingly contacted and passed weapons and money to Allende’s internal 

enemies.  According to Hersh, field-agents directly interacted with members of two 

separate groups of internal military coup plotters that ambushed and assassinated Chile’s 

Army Chief of Staff General René Schneider on October 22, 1970, in order to prevent 

him from forcing the military to uphold Allende’s constitutional right to serve as 

president.  Even though Schneider died, the assassination attempt failed to create enough 

violence to provoke Chile’s military into taking control of the government in a coup 

before Congress confirmed Allende on October 24 the winner of the presidential 

election.

 

3

After failing to prevent Allende from getting into office, the Nixon administration 

waged a long-term economic and propaganda war on the UP in order to destabilize it.  

                         

                                                 
2 Ibid. , 265-266. 
3 Ibid. , 277-294.  
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The administration immediately attacked Allende’s government with the economic prong 

of its war when it adopted its “‘cool but correct”’ public policy towards the UP.  Nixon 

and Kissinger’s policy involved cutting off the flow of financial aid and loans to Chile 

from all departments within the United States Government, private US investors, and as 

much of the international community as possible.   

The administration even went so far as to pressure multilateral lending institutions 

such as the World Bank, Export-Import Bank, and Inter-American Development Bank 

into limiting credit or other forms of financial assistance to Allende’s government.  

According to Hersh, the administration’s tactic worked so well that no multilateral 

lending banks continued to lend loans and credit to the UP.  The World Bank, similar to 

other lending institutions that dared not cross Nixon and Kissinger, refused to approve 

any loans to the Chilean government after Allende won the election.4

As Chilean society started to suffer from the economic prong of the 

administration’s war, CIA field-agents waged a propaganda war on Allende’s 

government.  In early 1971, CIA field-agents conducted an “elaborate disinformation and 

propaganda” campaign in order to provoke the military into moving against the 

government as a unified opposition force.

 

5

                                                 
4 Ibid. , 293-295. 
5 Ibid. , 295. 

 According to Hersh’s work, CIA field-agents 

made some impact with their propaganda war since Chilean military officers eventually 

coordinated a unified coup effort that deposed Allende’s government on September 11, 

1973.  Field-agents successfully accomplished the mission that they believed that the 

Nixon administration gave to them after Allende’s inauguration; they helped persuade 
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members of the Chilean military to remove Allende and his political coalition from 

power.6

In contrast to Hersh, Stephen Ambrose did not write about the CIA’s spoiling 

operation against Allende’s presidential campaign or its elaborate propaganda campaign 

to provoke Chilean military groups into moving against the UP.  Instead, Ambrose 

explained how the Nixon administration tried to interfere with Chile’s congressional 

confirmation election.  According to Ambrose’s Nixon, Volume Two: The Triumph of a 

Politician, 1962-1972, the administration attempted to pay money to Chilean 

congressmen so that they would vote for the conservative presidential candidate, Jorge 

Alessandri, even though he finished second to Allende and his Marxist Popular Unity 

political coalition.

    

7

The Chilean Constitution required Congress to meet in order to choose between the 

top two presidential candidates fifty days after the election since Allende, the leading 

candidate, failed to receive a majority of the popular vote.  During the time period 

leading up to the congressional vote, CIA field-agents followed the administration’s 

orders and tried to convince Chilean congressmen not to follow their country’s tradition 

of choosing the front-runner.  Field-agents probably offered Chilean congressmen a lot of 

money to vote for Alessandri since they could get at least $10 million dollars from the 

administration, according to Ambrose’s brief, and incomplete, explanation.  The CIA’s 

attempt to persuade Chilean congressmen to break with tradition came to no avail.  

Nixon’s administration failed to prevent the Chilean congress from confirming Allende 

             

                                                 
6 Ibid. , 295-296. 
7 Stephen Ambrose, Nixon, Volume Two: The Triumph of a Politician, 1962-1972. (New York: Simon and 

Schuster, 1987). 377-379, 396.  
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as the winner of the presidential election, and thus, he was sworn in as president on 

November 3, 1970.8

Ambrose described Nixon’s statement to Sevareid as brazen.  The administration 

heavily intervened in Chile’s internal political affairs in 1970.  Ambrose’s work helped 

prove that the administration tried to alter the outcome of Chile’s congressional 

confirmation vote, and then, Nixon and Kissinger tried to hide their hands after failing to 

keep Allende out of the presidency.

 

Nixon revealed that the president continuously made public statements dismissing 

US interference in Chile’s 1970 presidential election and constitutional process.  On one 

occasion in particular, Nixon told Eric Sevareid, a reporter for CBS news, that his 

administration did not intervene in Chile’s free election since intervention would have 

caused repercussions to occur throughout Latin America.  Furthermore, Nixon stressed to 

Sevareid that Chileans made their own decision to elect Allende and the US government 

accepted that decision.  

9

Even though Ambrose wrote about the administration’s attempt to prevent the 

Chilean congress from selecting Allende, he did not reveal what the administration really 

had in store for Allende after he won the election on September 4.  Walter Isaacson, 

picking up from where Ambrose left off, further discussed what the administration had in 

mind.  In Kissinger: A Biography, Isaacson revealed that Nixon and Henry Kissinger, 

national security advisor and future secretary of state, came up with two plans in order to 

     

                                                 
8 Ibid. , 377-379, 396, 403-404. 
9 Ibid. 
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prevent Allende from taking office.  Nixon and Kissinger referred to these plans as Track 

I and Track II, and expected for the CIA to pursue both plans at the same time.10

Isaacson did a more thorough job than Ambrose in explaining how the 

administration interfered with Chile’s congressional confirmation vote and constitutional 

process.  Isaacson described Track I as the administration’s official plan to prevent 

Allende from receiving congressional confirmation.  According to Isaacson, Track I 

involved authorizing CIA agents to bribe congressmen into voting for Alessandri instead 

of confirming Allende.  They followed Nixon’s orders under Track I and failed.  Isaacson 

stopped short of clearly explaining what all the agents did when they tried to convince 

Chilean congressmen to overturn Allende’s plurality victory, and why none of the 

congressmen took their bribe.  Instead, Isaacson discussed the administration’s secretive 

Track II in great detail.

  

11

According to Isaacson, Nixon and Kissinger made Track II so secretive that it did 

not inform the State Department, Ambassador Korry, and the 40 Committee of the plan.  

On September 15, Nixon incorporated the following three elements into Track II: at least 

$10 million for CIA field-agents to use; the best agents to take the prevention of 

Allende’s confirmation as a full-time job; and the deterioration of the Chilean economy 

as an event that agents had to cause in a short amount of time.  Nixon gave CIA Director 

Richard Helms 48 hours to come up with a plan for action that incorporated all three 

elements.  Basically, the president ordered the CIA to cause Chile’s internal conditions to 

          

                                                 
10 Walter Isaacson, Kissinger: A Biography. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992), 286-293, 308-312.  
11 Ibid. , 286, 288, 290, 293, 308, 310-311.  
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deteriorate rapidly enough to provoke the country’s military into conducting a quick 

coup.12

According to Isaacson, the CIA’s Covert Operations Chief Tom Karamessines 

reported to Kissinger on September 25 that up to that point, things had not gone well for 

the field-agents trying to conduct Track II and that no one within the Chilean military 

would conduct a coup before Allende took office.  Kissinger listened to Karamessines 

and thanked him for the information, but refused to call off Track II.  According to 

Isaacson, Kissinger continued to pay close attention to events in Chile.  The 

administration could not allow Allende to rise to power in Kissinger’s opinion since the 

US might lose Chile to the USSR in the greater geopolitical struggle between both 

superpowers.

  

13

  Yet, neither Track I nor II provoked the Chilean military into conducting a coup in 

1970.  The administration’s plans to prevent Allende from rising to power failed and even 

turned into a messy public debacle.  While Track I failed to persuade Chilean 

congressmen to vote for Alessandri, Track II ended with the highly visible and sloppy 

assassination of General Schneider, an influential military officer committed to 

respecting the country’s constitutional process.  The administration distanced itself from 

this tragedy.

   

14

According to Isaacson, the CIA’s Santiago station did not directly cause 

Schneider’s death; however, it worked with multiple right-wing military factions that 

plotted to kidnap the general, including General Roberto Viaux, the leader of the faction 

     

                                                 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. , 290, 308. 
14 Ibid. , 288, 290, 293, 308, 310-311. 
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that mortally wounded Schneider on October 22, 1970.  Even though Kissinger vetoed 

Viaux’s proposed idea to kidnap Schneider and move him out of Chile, Viaux decided to 

act anyway.  Viaux took matters into his own hands after discovering that the CIA backed 

and supplied weapons to a group of Chileans who made two failed “Keystone Kops 

kidnapping attempts” on Schneider.15

The general’s attempt to kidnap Schneider turned out even worse than the previous 

attempts that the CIA-backed group made.  According to Isaacson’s brief account, Viaux 

and his group of plotters botched their kidnapping attempt and ended up killing 

Schneider.  In response, Chile’s Congress honored its tradition of choosing the front-

runner two days later, and the military continued to respect the country’s constitutional 

path to power out of respect for Scheider.  Track II thus failed to move Schneider out of 

Chile, achieve any of Nixon’s initial goals, and prevent Allende from rising to the 

presidency.

  

16

After Nixon and Kissinger accepted Allende’s rise to the presidency, they adopted a 

new policy, the “cool and correct” policy, towards the Chilean government.  Under their 

new policy, Nixon and Kissinger discouraged investors from putting money into Chilean 

businesses and government projects, and blocked credits coming from international 

monetary institutions and other countries.  While Nixon and Kissinger damaged the 

Chilean economy with their new policy, they authorized the CIA to spend about $8 

million during the span of three years so that the administration could keep track of and 

encourage anti-Allende activities.

  

17

                                                 
15 Ibid. , 308-311. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. , 311. 

 Nixon and Kissinger, according to Joan Hoff-Wilson, 
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in Nixon Reconsidered, authorized CIA agents to do everything possible with the 

administration’s money and resources in order to destabilize Allende’s government.  

They planned to bring down the UP regardless of the fact that Chileans brought it to 

power through a democratic election.  The administration made undermining the UP its 

main goal in Chile.18

In The Flawed Architect: Henry Kissinger and American Foreign Policy, Jussi 

Hanhimäki furthered Hoffman’s point.  According to Hanhimäki, Kissinger took steps to 

bring down Chile’s democratically elected government since he feared that it would join 

forces with the socialist government in Cuba to create a ‘“red sandwich,”’ a Marxist 

threat to the US, in Latin America.  In contrast to Hoffman’s work, Hanhimäki made it 

clear in The Flawed Architecht that Kissinger did not wait for Allende to take office 

before trying to undermine his perceived threat to US security; Kissinger immediately 

came up with two plans to prevent Allende from taking power and then spreading 

Marxism to other Latin American countries.

 

19

Hanhimäki, did a clearer, more concise and thorough job than Isaacson and 

Ambrose, when he explained what Nixon and Kissinger’s plans, Tracks I and II, 

involved.  According to Hanhimäki, Track I, also known as the ‘“Rube Goldberg 

gambit,”’ involved bribing Chilean congressmen with money and threatening to ruin the 

country’s economy in order to pressure them into voting for Alessandri.  The next step of 

Track I, according to The Flawed Architect, would have involved Alessandri’s immediate 

resignation since his resignation would have caused the country to hold another 

  

                                                 
18 Joan Hoff-Wilson, Nixon Reconsidered. (New York: Basic Books, A Division of HarpersCollins 

Publishers, Inc., 1994), 245-249. 
19 Jussi Hanhimäki, The Flawed Architect: Henry Kissinger And American Foreign Policy. (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2004), 100-105, 474-475. 
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presidential election under the guidelines of Chile’s Constitution.  The Constitution 

would have allowed the highly popular incumbent President Eduardo Frei to run for re-

election since he would have technically sat out for one term.  Yet, Nixon and Kissinger 

never even came close to causing this to happen.20

Track I did not work since Chilean congressmen did not accept the $250,000 that 

the 40 Committee authorized Ambassador Korry to bribe them with.  In Hanhimäki’s 

opinion, the Nixon administration placed a degree of blame on Korry for making an 

inadequate effort to persuade congressmen to take the money, and it had already set the 

secretive Track II into motion.  According to Hanhimäki, Track II involved the 

following: the deterioration of the Chilean economy; keeping the American embassy out 

of the plan and out of the loop; the best CIA agents who would treat their covert mission 

like a full-time job; and most importantly, provoking the Chilean military into conducting 

a coup against Allende’s newly elected government as soon as possible.  Even though 

Track II did not successfully keep Allende out of office, the last element of the 

administration’s plan served as the “lynchpin” of the administration’s long-term anti-

Allende efforts to destabilize the UP.

               

21

William Blum also pointed out that Nixon’s administration made provoking a 

military coup its long-term goal in Chile.  According to Blum in Killing Hope: U.S. 

Military and CIA Interventions Since World War II, the Nixon administration waged an 

economic and propaganda war against the UP in order to destabilize it, and cause the 

country’s internal conditions to deteriorate so much that military officers would feel 

compelled to overthrow Allende’s government.  Nixon’s administration, in the opinion of 

 

                                                 
20 Ibid. , 102-103. 
21 Ibid. , 102-105. 
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CIA Director William Colby, immediately turned Chile into a ‘“laboratory experiment”’ 

so that it could test the effectiveness of investing money into secret CIA activities to 

discredit and destabilize a government, and then provoke its own military into bringing it 

down as soon as possible.  The administration wasted no time, and started its experiment 

right before Allende took office as president on November 3, 1970.22

Blum pointed out a chilling statement that Ambassador Korry made right before 

Chile’s Congress confirmed Allende as president.  According to Blum, Korry stated that 

Chileans would not receive nuts or bolts from the outside world during Allende’s 

administration.  In order to cut off supplies and financial assistance to Chileans, Nixon’s 

administration implemented the following four tactics: 1. diminish financial assistance 

from the US government to the Chilean government down to the vanishing point; 2. veto 

as many loans as possible from the Export-Import Bank and Inter-American 

Development Bank; 3. convince the World Bank not to grant any new loans to the 

Chilean government between 1971 and 1973; and 4. cut back as much as possible on 

financial assistance to American businessmen who risked investing their money in 

Chilean government projects and businesses and convince American businesses to 

“tighten the economic noose,” not to send, sell, or supply much needed supplies to 

Chileans.  Those four tactics destabilized the Chilean economy, and thus, disrupted daily 

life for the Chilean masses at the end of Allende’s first year in office.

 

23

According to Blum, the Nixon administration’s tactics knocked some taxi and bus 

services out of commission and forced others to cut-back on daily operations in late 1971 

                     

                                                 
22 William Blum, Killing Hope: U.S. Military and CIA Interventions Since World War II. (Monroe, Maine: 

Common Courage Press, 2004), 208-209, 210, 211, 212-215. 
23 Ibid. , 211.  
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since taxi and bus companies could not access replacement parts from the outside world.  

Also, the administration’s tactics caused Chileans working in the copper, steel, electric, 

and petroleum industries to suffer from supply shortages since Chileans could not access 

necessary parts to maintain the daily operations of their companies.  Nixon’s 

administration went so far as to convince American suppliers to turn down the offers of 

Chilean businessmen when they tried to pay cash in advance for replacement parts.  At 

the end of 1971, Nixon’s economic war had successfully made it harder for Chilean 

businesses to continue operating.24

Most significantly, in Blum’s opinion, Nixon’s economic war managed to turn a lot 

of Chileans against the UP.  According to Blum “nothing produced more discontent in 

the population than the shortages, the little daily annoyances when one couldn’t get a 

favorite food or flour or cooking oil,” or other items that Chileans needed in order to 

enjoy daily life.  Since thousands of Chileans could not see the role of the Nixon 

administration in cutting off supplies and financial assistance, they fully blamed the UP’s 

transition to socialism for causing them to suffer through shortages and economic 

problems.  As a result, thousands of discontent Chileans finally lashed out against their 

own government in October 1972.

  

25

In The Nixon Administration and the Death of Allende’s Chile: A Case of Assisted 

Suicide, Jonathan Haslam wrote that the discontented masses followed the lead of 12,000 

truck owners who went on strike at midnight on October 10.

                

26

                                                 
24 Ibid.  
25 Ibid. , 211-212. 
26 Jonathan Haslam, The Nixon Administration and the Death of Allende’s Chile: A Case of Assisted 

Suicide (New York and London: Verso, 2005), 141. 

 Between 600,000 and 

700,000 Chileans walked-out of work in order to protest against the UP for supposedly 
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causing shortages, and planning to nationalize part of the transportation industry.27 Even 

though Nixon’s administration did not directly cause the truckers’ strike to erupt, it 

helped turn their strike into a massive anti-government demonstration.  Nixon’s 

administration brought together multiple groups of Chileans such as members of the 

middle class, centrist Chileans, and those of right-wing persuasion into the same civilian 

resistance movement.28

In Chile: The State and Revolution, Ian Roxborough, Philip O’Brien, and Jackie 

Roddick pointed out that Nixon’s administration helped bring Allende’s internal enemies 

together, and then, engineer the military coup.  The administration carried out both tasks 

for the following two reasons: (1) to protect American investors from losing private 

property to the UP as Allende implemented his nationalization plans; and (2) to deter 

other Latin American countries from following Chile as an example to achieve socialist 

transformation.

  

29

Even though Roxborough, O’Brien, and Roddick identified reasons for the 

administration to intervene in Chile’s internal affairs, historians still had questions about 

the internal and external opposition forces that caused the UP to fall from power.  Haslam 

aimed to answer their questions, and elucidate all of the foreign and domestic elements 

that caused the coup to occur.

        

 30

                                                 
27 Simon Collier and William Sater. A History of Chile, 1808-2002 Second Edition (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2004), 349. 
28 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , 139-140. 
29 Ian Roxborough, Philip O’Brien, and Jackie Roddick, Chile: The State and Revolution (New York:  

Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc., 1977), 105, 112-116, 287. 
30 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , xii-xiv. 

 Haslam gave the scholarly community a better 

understanding of the following: (1) internal opposition groups such as the right-wing 

paramilitary organization Patria y Libertad (PyL); (2) the Nixon administration; (3) and 
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financial institutions and private companies that caused Chile to suffer from economic 

problems.31

Since multiple groups played a role in toppling Allende, Haslam argued that only a 

complex vision of Chilean reality would effectively reveal what caused the overthrow.

 Each of these groups helped knocked the UP out of power, according to 

Haslam.       

32 

In Nixon, Haslam dismissed the following two explanations: the first simplistic one, 

which analysts from the right sustained for more than thirty years, portrayed the coup as a 

domestic event that occurred without foreign interference; and the second simplistic one, 

maintained only on the left, portrayed the CIA as a villain for overthrowing Chile’s 

socialist democratic hero.  Haslam dismissed both explanations since the supporters of 

both explanations made the same mistake: they focused on only one actor or a small 

number of actors who toppled Allende from power.  Therefore, Haslam proved to the 

scholarly community that it needed to analyze a wide range of actors in order to discover 

who all caused the overthrow to happen.33

In Henry Kissinger and the American Century, Jeremi Suri argued that Nixon’s 

administration did not orchestrate the military assault on Allende’s government, but it did 

“encourage and facilitate” the September coup.  Between September 1970 and October 

1973, Nixon’s administration used the CIA to communicate with and increase its number 

of contacts within the Chilean military.  The administration gave weapons, money, and 

propaganda materials to those anti-Allende contacts so that they would have everything 

 

                                                 
31 Ibid. xii-xiv.  
32 Ibid. , xiv.  
33 Ibid. , xiii-xiv. 
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necessary to successfully overthrow Allende.  Nixon and Kissinger made it quite easy for 

their contacts to do the administration’s dirty work, according to Suri.34

Yet, Suri only explained a small part of the story.  Historians still had a lot to learn 

about how the Nixon administration tampered with Chile’s internal affairs in order to 

engineer the overthrow of Allende.  According to Robert Dallek in Nixon and Kissinger: 

Partners in Power, Nixon’s administration had to foster the right internal conditions in 

order to persuade anti-Allende officers to take matters into their own hands.  Since most 

of Chile’s military officers would not move against the UP in 1970, the administration 

immediately set out to create the conditions that would make them think about doing 

so.

  

35

According to Dallek, the administration’s war helped create Chile’s internal 

problems such as food shortages, goods’ shortages, and price inflation.  The UP 

exacerbated those problems when it nationalized the property of multi-national 

companies, and tried to force Chile to undergo a fast transition to a mostly state run 

economy.  Since Chileans could see the UP’s actions but not those of the Nixon 

administration, they started to blame Allende for causing shortages and price inflation.  In 

late 1971, a growing number of people started to mobilize in the streets of Chilean cities 

in order to voice their discontent with the government.

   

36

Nixon’s administration finally started to achieve the goal that it set out to achieve 

with its economic war: it provoked a growing number of Chileans into visibly expressing 

     

                                                 
34 Jeremi Suri, Henry Kissinger and the American Century (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard 

University Press, 2007), 238-244. 
35 Robert Dallek, Nixon and Kissinger: Partners in Power (New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2007), 

230-243, 447, 509-515, 620-621. 
36 Ibid. 
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their discontent with Allende’s government.  Chile’s military officers could not ignore 

the growing number of anti-Allende demonstrations breaking out throughout Chile, and 

the increasing amount of social unrest that resulted from those demonstrations after late 

1971.  Yet, most military officers refused to take up arms against their constitutionally 

elected government in 1971 and 1972 since the levels of discontent and chaos within 

Chilean society had not reached a high enough point to alarm them.  Chile’s officer corps 

still needed a catalyst to prod it into removing the UP.  Allende’s internal enemies and 

Nixon’s administration unleashed that catalyst, the well funded and coordinated truckers’ 

strike of October 1972.37

Furthermore, my investigation into the time period leading up to the strike will 

contribute the following: (1) a discussion of Chile’s internal politics of the late 1960’s 

and early 1970’s; (2) a thorough explanation of the Nixon administration’s interaction 

with and use of Chile’s internal anti-Marxist opposition groups between 1970 and 1973; 

and (3) a better understanding of how the Nixon administration engineered the overthrow 

of the UP during the span of three years while depending on Allende’s internal enemies 

to execute it.  My investigation will focus on the interplay between the twin prongs of 

            

The truckers’ strike quickly mushroomed into a massive anti-Marxist movement.  

My investigation will reveal that the Nixon administration’s economic and covert CIA 

war created the necessary internal conditions to drive together Chile’s divided anti-

Marxist opposition groups.  The newly unified anti-Marxist movement was decisive in 

the truckers’ strike.  The strike delivered a mortal blow to the UP in October 1972 and 

paved the way for the military to easily overthrow Allende on September 11, 1973.   

                                                 
37 Ibid. , 230-243, 509-515. 
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internal dissent and external pressure that the Nixon administration placed on the UP.  

Thus, my contribution brings together literature that looks at the overthrow of Allende 

from an internal perspective with literature that looks at his ouster as a product of the 

Nixon administration’s actions.   
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CHAPTER II 

THE NIXON ADMINISTRATION’S INTERPRETATION OF CHILEAN 

REALITY  

Underestimating the Opposition’s Strength and misunderstanding Allende’s Intentions, 

1969-1970 

In July 1970, Nixon started to worry about a possible Allende victory during the 

upcoming presidential election scheduled for the 4th of September.38

On August 18, Chairman of the Interdepartmental Group for Inter-American 

Affairs, Charles Meyer sent a review of U.S. policy and strategy to Kissinger.

 Nixon asked 

Kissinger for “an urgent review of U.S. policy and strategy” towards Chile in order to 

prepare for a UP victory.  Kissinger immediately turned to the Secretary of State, 

Secretary of Defense, Director of Central Intelligence, and the Chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff for help with the review.  Kissinger asked an ad hoc group that included 

representatives from those departments and the NSC staff to explain three major points.  

First, the group needed to identify which policies and goals that an Allende government 

would pursue. Second, it needed to discuss the nature and degree of threat that an Allende 

victory would have for the US.  Third, the group needed to identify Nixon’s options if 

future problems arose between the US and Allende.   

39

                                                 
38 National Security Council Memorandum 97 page 1; Henry Kissinger to The Secretary of State William 

Rogers, The Secretary of Defense, The Director of Central Intelligence, The Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff; 24 July 1970; Item Number PD01399; Chile/Elections/Allende Gossens, Salvador; 
Presidential Directives; Digital National Security Archives, 

 Meyer 

http://nsarchive.chadwyck.com/home.do. 
39 Department of State Memorandum attached to the NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97; Charles Meyer 

– Chairman, Interdepartmental Group for Inter-American Affairs to Dr. Henry Kissinger – Assistant 

http://nsarchive.chadwyck.com/home.do�
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identified the goals of the UP that the administration would have to counter.40

 Yet, they gave these conclusions to Kissinger without having much evidence to 

prove that the UP’s presidential candidate intended to destroy Chile’s constitutional 

democracy.  Even though Allende wanted to expropriate basic industries and break some 

treaties with foreign leaders, his platform did not threaten the country’s form of 

government.  If elected, the UP’s candidate would operate within previously established 

legal boundaries.

 He told 

Kissinger that Allende planned to suppress free elections, force state ownership of all or 

almost all business enterprises, establish state farms, and impose police-backed labor 

discipline. If elected, Allende would try to achieve his ultimate goal of establishing an 

authoritarian Marxist state in Chile. Meyer and his ad hoc group painted a dark future for 

democracy and capitalism.                                                     

41 Its standard bearer had already shown respect for the outcome of 

elections and rule of law.  He pursued the electoral path to power in the presidential 

elections of 1952, 1958, and 1964.42

In January, one US official reassured the Nixon administration that Chile had a 

stable and resilient constitutional democracy that could handle any change in 

government.

 Even though Allende lost each time, he remained 

committed to this road to power in 1970.                  

43

                                                                                                                                                 
to the President for National Security Affairs; 18 August 1970; Item Number PR00585; Allende 
Administration (1970-1973)/Chile/Communism/Cuba/Elections/Soviet Union; Presidential 
Directives, Part II; Digital National Security Archives, 

 Edward Korry, US Ambassador to Chile, cautioned Nixon and Kissinger 

against exaggerating Chilean leftist movements as a threat to the US and Western 

http://nsacrchive.chadwyck.com/home.do.   
 
40 NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97 page 1-4; Meyer to Kissinger, Item Number PR00585.  
41 Collier and Sater, History, 331, 334-344. 
42 Roxborough, O’Brien, and Roddick, Chile: The State, 31-35, 63-69. 
43 Dallek, Nixon, 231-233.    

http://nsacrchive.chadwyck.com/home.do�
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Hemisphere.  In Korry’s opinion, the country’s political noise was ‘“the sound of open 

safety valves”’ instead of the fury of the Marxist left.  Having served since John 

Kennedy’s administration, Korry had enough experience to know if internal changes 

within Chilean politics endangered US security and American investors.   

Korry “had limited credibility” with Nixon and Kissinger.  The administration paid 

more attention to its ad hoc group.  Yet, the group failed to explain how Allende would 

destroy traditional democratic institutions and capitalism in Chile.44 With only a minority 

of the electorate behind him, Allende lacked the necessary support to drastically change 

society.  Most Chileans identified with one of his two non-Marxist opponents.  In March 

1969, the majority of the electorate (55.8%) sent non-Marxist and non-leftists candidates 

to Congress.45 Even though the ad hoc group clearly understood that political reality 

favored Allende’s opponents, it still believed that his opponents might find themselves 

out-maneuvered.46

Meyer knew that centrist and right-wing Chileans supported the congressional 

majority.  He underestimated their strength as an opposition block.  With over 62% of the 

popular vote going to non-Marxist parties during the presidential election of 1970, 

Allende would have a hard time convincing Congress to pass his agenda.

          

47

                                                 
44 NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97 pages 1-10; Meyer to Kissinger, Item Number PR00585. 
45 Collier and Sater, History, 333. 
46  NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97 pages 1-10; Meyer to Kissinger, Item Number PR00585.  
47 Collier and Sater, History, 309.   

 Even the 

Radical Party, which belonged to the UP coalition in 1970, would not support Allende’s 

entire platform.  Contrary to the ad hoc group’s conclusions, Allende did not have enough 

support from Chileans to establish an authoritarian Marxist government.                                                     
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Congressional opposition would have prevented Allende from restructuring the 

legislature if he tried to do so.  Meyer’s Interdepartmental Group pointed out that the 

majority of Chilean congressmen opposed Allende’s plan to form a unicameral People’s 

Assembly.48 The group realized that the UP’s opponents would fight to preserve their 

current political office within a dual house assembly instead of losing it under Allende’s 

plan.  It even reported that Allende “would be taking a great risk in attempting to use the 

new plebiscite power to settle a constitutional” stalemate with Congress since the 

majority of Chileans would probably not support his plan.  Nevertheless, the group still 

concluded that Chile had too weak of a legal system to prevent Allende from imposing an 

authoritarian Marxist government.49

Perhaps the group had insight into how the UP planned to use the weaknesses of 

Congress to its advantage?  The group argued that Allende knew how to gain the upper 

hand when dealing with PDC and PN congressmen.  Not only would Allende cut a deal 

with the Radicals to keep them within the UP, but he would also decisively defeat the 

PDC and PN.  Meyer’s group believed that Allende could defeat the opposition since 

neither the PDC nor the PN had the cohesion and leadership to withstand the UP’s long-

term plan to undermine its strength.  If Allende won in September, he would wipe out 

both parties that represented the majority of the electorate in Congress.

                   

50

 An analysis of congressional opposition disproves the group’s conclusion that 

Allende would overcome the majority’s will.

                 

51

                                                 
48 NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97 pages 9-10; Meyer to Kissinger, Item Number PR00585.  
49 Ibid. (For quotation and paraphrase, see p. 9-10.).  
50 Ibid. , 9-10. 
51 Collier and Sater, History, 307, 320-321, 322-325.   

 The PN and PDC combined received 

50.4% of the vote from the Chilean electorate in 1969.  PN, espousing a “combative pro-
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capitalist stance,” received 21.3% of the vote.  PDC, supporting a mixed economy, 

received 29.1% of the votes.  The PDC received a larger percentage than any other party 

during that year.  The PDC’s economic plan and social reform agenda appealed to a wide 

range of people across the ideological spectrum.52

The PDC tried to take Chilean society beyond the struggle between capitalists and 

socialists.  Leaders of PDC believed that they could transcend capitalism and socialism if 

they constructed a communitarian society, a society that put the interest of the community 

above an individual.  Without destroying democratic institutions or eradicating 

capitalism, PDC leaders tried to construct a communitarian society in order to solve 

social problems that affected the lower classes.  The PDC called this “a “revolution in 

liberty.”’

                      

53

The political and cultural shift that occurred within Chile during the late 1960’s 

took a toll on the PDC.  It no longer had enough support from society to maintain the 

unity of the political system.  Many Chileans moved away from the center of the political 

spectrum.  They moved towards the polar right and left.  Parties to the left of the PDC 

benefited the most from this trend.        

     

The PDC fused together elements of capitalism and socialism.  The party’s plan led 

more to an economic synthesis than a new communitarian society.  Its economic 

synthesis and social reforms gained enough support from the populace to prevent political 

breakdown from occurring within Chile during the 1960’s.  However, the political 

climate changed during the last few years of President Eduardo Frei’s administration’s 

1964-1970 term in office.   

                                                 
52 Ibid. , 305-308. 
53 Ibid. , 305-307. 
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Viron Vaky, the NSC’s principal Latin American expert, noticed that the center of 

political gravity in Chile had shifted left of center.54 Vaky told the administration that the 

shift represented the first part of a two-fold problem for the US since Marxist parties 

would gain more electoral support.55

Vaky told the administration that only the PDC would have enough electoral 

support to create a long-term obstacle for the UP.  However, the PDC would have to 

oppose the UP without the help of a center – right opposition party during the short-run 

since centrist and right-wing Chileans had no clear nucleus to rally around in 1970.  In 

contrast to the presidential election of 1964, the PDC would not have the support of a 

center-right coalition to defeat Allende again in September.

 He identified the absence of a strong political force 

to block the Communist/Socialist base as the other fold of the problem.  If left 

unchecked, Marxist Chileans might seize complete control of the government.     

56

Before the presidential election, Vaky of the NSC told the administration that 

powerful opposition parties would serve the long-term foreign policy goals of the US if 

 Therefore, Vaky’s 

memorandum revealed to the Nixon administration that the PDC would probably not 

have enough electoral support to prevent Allende from winning the presidential election 

of 1970.     

Foreshadowing a Long-term Fight with Marxist Chileans                              

                                                 
54 Dallek, Nixon, 231-232.   
55 Memorandum titled Chilean Elections - - Another View for Dr. Kissinger page 1; from Viron Vaky to 

Dr. Kissinger; 26 June 1970; folder NSC box 778 Korry File Chile 1971 8; Box 1; National Security 
Council (NSC) Files: Country Files; Latin America (Augusto Pinochet files removed from NSC 
boxes 777-778); Chile, September 14, 1970-November 8, 1970 to Coup Cables; Nixon Presidential 
Materials Staff, National Archives at College Park, MD.           

56 Collier and Sater, History, 309. 
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Allende won.57

Vaky argued that the US needed “strong competitive non-Communist political 

parties” in order to prevent Marxist Chileans from getting elected during future elections.  

This required the administration to focus more on the future of Chilean politics and not so 

much on the immediate problem of 1970.  Since an “erosion of the Communist political 

base” did not appear likely to happen in the short-term, the opposition needed strong 

parties to defeat Marxist political leaders during future elections.

 In Vaky’s opinion, an Allende victory would only amount to a short-term 

gain for Marxist Chileans.  He described the threat of a Marxist victory as only an 

“immediate problem” for the US.  Instead of getting caught up on the short-term problem, 

Vaky told Kissinger that the administration needed to shift its focus away from the up-

coming election so that it could deal with the more important problem: keeping Marxist 

Chileans out of power in the long-run.            

58

Vaky suggested a new analysis of the Marxist political challenge that no other 

advisor had offered to the administration.  According to Vaky’s analysis, the PN’s 

presidential candidate, Jorge Alessandri, only stood as a temporary barrier to the Chilean 

left in 1970 since a PN victory would not guarantee defeat for Marxist candidates during 

future elections.  The party of right-wing Chileans would have to make an adjustment in 

order to remain a formidable political force.

 

59

 Vaky told Kissinger that a Jorge Alessandri victory “might be the worst ‘“anti-

Allende”’ solution” for the U.S. during the long-run since the PN’s candidate represented 

no political movement or force.  Vaky formed his opinion after taking into account 

   

                                                 
57 Memorandum titled Chilean Elections - - Another View for Dr. Kissinger, 1,2; Vaky to Kissinger; f-NSC 

box 778 Korry File Chile 1971 8; Box 1.  
58 Ibid. , (For both quotations, see p. 1.).   
59 Ibid. , 1-2. 
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Ambassador Korry’s assessment of Alessandri.  In the eyes of US officials in Chile and 

Washington, D.C., Alessandri had not rallied a significant base of support behind him 

before the election of 1970.  Therefore, the Nixon administration needed to help build up 

and support powerful opposition parties of the right and center so that they could win 

future elections in Chile.60

 Korry, according to Vaky’s memo to Kissinger, described the PN’s candidate as a 

man without a political program for the country.  Alessandri lacked an agenda for the 

pro-capitalist right to organize around as a rallying point.  In the Ambassador’s opinion, 

Alessandri lacked enough political aptitude to understand current problems, and that 

Marxism amounted to a major threat during the Cold War.  Instead of describing 

Alessandri as a leader of the property owning classes, Korry characterized him as a man 

bent on taking revenge on the PDC for successfully implementing major economic 

reforms during the middle and later 1960’s.  In the Ambassador’s opinion, Alessandri had 

targeted the wrong opponent and lacked vital leadership skills to defeat the left.  

Therefore, Alessandri did not have the ability to deliver a decisive blow to the Marxist 

Chilean voting base in 1970 or in the long-run.

                  

61

An “Alessandri administration might well make a Communists victory” inevitable 

in the 1976 presidential race.

      

62

                                                 
60 Ibid. , 1. 
61 Ibid. , 1-2. 
62 Ibid. , 2.  

 Right-wing and centrist candidates would have to 

continuously prevent Marxist politicians from winning control of the government.  If 

Alessandri won the election of November 1970, Vaky predicted that one of two situations 

would unfold for US and Chilean investors.      
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First, that Chilean discontent would “swing left and either lead to greater electoral 

victories by the far left” or to a repressive military government.63 If Chilean voters 

increased their support for anti-capitalist parties, then property owners and ideological 

opponents of the left might convince the military to intervene in the country’s democratic 

process.  Even though Vaky believed this scenario sounded realistic, he thought that 

another event would more likely occur if Alessandri won in 1970.64

Vaky predicted that the UP coalition “would make a political deal to support 

Alessandri in the Congress in return for a free hand to eliminate” the centrist party.

                

65 

Since the PN and UP would work together in order to block the PDC’s congressional 

programs, the Chilean electorate would perceive the PDC as an ineffective political force.  

Vaky told Kissinger that this deal “would give the Communists an electoral advantage in 

1976 and perhaps fatally weaken” the PDC’s ability to draw a voting base.66 If more 

Chileans shifted to the left between 1970 and 1976, then fewer voters would support the 

PDC’s candidate during the next presidential election and the PDC would not have 

enough electoral strength to defeat the left. 67

Current President, Eduardo Frei of the PDC had a constitutional right to run for re-

election in 1976.  Since Frei governed Chile from 1964 until 1970, Chile’s Constitution 

barred him from running in back to back presidential elections.  In contrast to most 

Chilean politicians, Frei had the right leadership skills and charisma to unite centrist 

Chileans during the 1976 presidential election.  Vaky identified Frei as the only person 

    

                                                 
63 Ibid. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid.   
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with enough electoral following to defeat Marxist Chileans during the long-run.  Frei 

could convince ideological opponents of the left to support the PDC’s struggle against 

Marxist political parties.68

Nixon’s administration had to figure out which candidate to support or strategy to 

implement in 1970.  It sought to prevent Marxist parties from gaining so much electoral 

strength that it would hinder the PDC’s ability to defeat Marxist and left-wing parties in 

the long-run.  Vaky told Kissinger that the US “should think of an anti-Allende course 

that would have its positive side.” Vaky suggested that the Nixon administration favor 

Tomic, the PDC’s presidential candidate in 1970.  Supporting Tomic would allow the US 

to combine “a political action plan of anti-Allende activities with pro-Tomic funding” in 

order to defeat the Chilean left in 1970 and beyond.  Vaky argued that if the 

administration followed his plan, it would create the best long-term scenario for 

Allende’s ideological opponents and the US since it had an interest in preventing Marxist 

political leaders from rising to power in Latin America during the Cold War.

  

 69

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid. , (For both quotations, see p. 2, and paraphrase of p. 1, 2.).   
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CHAPTER III 
 

FIGHTING A GOVERNMENT OF THE MINORITY 
  

Popular Unity: Size, Strength, and Weakness 
 

Marxists and Radicals stood to the left of the PDC on the Chilean political 

spectrum. The Radical Party, a mostly non-Marxist organization, received 3.8% of the 

electoral vote during the congressional elections of 1969.  Marxist parties made up the 

greater portion of the left-wing during the late 1960s and early 1970s.  Combined support 

for the two main Marxist parties totaled 34.8% of the electoral vote, with the Socialist 

Party (PS) receiving 18.6% and the Communist Party (PC) receiving 16.2%.  When 

added together, Communists, Socialists, and Radicals received more than one third of the 

electoral vote percentage.70 71

Yet, parties of the left remained in check right before the presidential election of 

1970 since the combined support of right-wing and centrist Chileans greatly surpassed 

the overall support for left-wing parties.  Marxists and Radicals would have to make 

major compromises with the opposition so that the UP could pass an agenda for the 

country.  Clearly, Nixon and Kissinger’s Interdepartmental Group reached the wrong 

conclusion about what the left could achieve under Allende since his coalition did not 

have enough electoral support to dominate Chilean legislative politics.

  

72

 Furthermore, the UP contained a wide range of leftists who did not share the same 

opinions on government policy.  Even though left-wing Chileans united in order to elect 

Allende during the 1970 Presidential election, their coalition lacked cohesion.  In October 

                    

                                                 
70 NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97, 9-10; Meyer to Kissinger, Item Number PR00585.  
71 “Communists” refers to members of the Chilean Communist Party; “Radicals” refers to members of the 

Chilean Radical Party; “Socialists” refers to members of the Chilean Socialist Party.  
72 Ibid.  
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1969, left-wing Chilean political parties formed a new alliance called Popular Unity 

(UP).73

One party within Allende’s coalition did not even fall under Chile’s broad umbrella 

of Marxist political parties.  The PR, positioned barely to the left of the PDC, did not 

adhere to Marxism.  Even though the PR allied itself with the PS and PC, the PR 

disagreed with some of the UP’s overall plan.

 The following six parties formed the UP: PC, PS, Radical Party (PR), Unitary 

People’s Action Movement (MAPU), Social Democrat (PSD), and Independent Popular 

Action (API).    

74 Kissinger’s Interdepartmental Group, 

rationally and probably accurately, predicted that radicals would probably not share the 

UP’s more far-reaching programs if Allende won the election.  According to Collier and 

Sater, Radicals would probably demand for the UP to take a moderate pace while 

carrying out its nationalization, confiscation, and agrarian reform agenda.75

Surprisingly, conflict within the UP emerged in another place away from the 

Marxist non-Marxist divide (after Allende won the election).  Conflict erupted between 

two major factions that had different approaches to implementing the coalition’s 

agenda.

   

76

Members of the PC and PR generally agreed with Allende’s constitutional approach 

to implementing the UP’s agenda.  They believed in taking a more careful approach to 

 One part of the coalition had a restrained attitude towards pushing for reform.  

The other side had a combative approach that sparked a greater reaction from opposition 

forces.  Allende had to sooth over differences between both factions so that members of 

the UP would eventually come up with legislation and keep the coalition intact.             

                                                 
73 Collier and Sater, History, 325-327.      
74 NSC-IG/ARA Response to NSSM 97, 9; Meyer to Kissinger, Item Number PR00585.  
75 Collier and Sater, History, 332-333. 
76 Ibid.      
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implementing policy than many of Allende’s fellow colleagues in the PS.  The PC and 

PR operated cautiously so that they could avoid stirring up a reactionary movement 

against the government.  Just like Allende, Chilean communists and radicals did not aim 

to overthrow Chile’s legal system and governmental structure in a violent clash with their 

ideological opponents.  Communists and radicals worked to change Chilean society 

through the country’s pre-established constitutional and electoral process.77

Most of the members of the PS and the MAPU had a more aggressive approach to 

implementing the UP’s agenda than the President, PC, and PR.  In contrast to the 

restrained approach of the PC and PR, hard-line socialists tried to force the government 

to forge ahead with the UP’s election promises.  The fiery secretary-general of Allende’s 

own party, Carlos Altamirano, a hard-line socialist who expressed the views of most 

socialist Chileans, argued that socialists and members of the MAPU should press ahead 

with their own agenda regardless of the consequences or need for the UP to make 

compromises with the opposition.  In contrast to the PC and PR, Altamirano and his 

followers believed that provoking a right-wing overthrow “would be better for the future 

of the left and of socialism.”

  

78

 Hard-line socialists forced the President to accelerate agrarian reform, large-scale 

nationalization, and property confiscations.  With the opposition disorganized and 

ineffective in 1971, hard-line socialists were able to force Allende to assertively seize 

private property at a much faster pace than he or communists thought wise.

      

79

                                                 
77 Ibid. , 332-333.  
78 Ibid. 
79 Ibid. 

 Even 

though their acceleration of the UP’s agenda succeeded during the short-run, it eventually 
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pushed a lot of property owners into the arms of the PDC and PN.  In the long-run, the 

acceleration cost Allende the ability to make compromises with members of the PDC so 

that they would pass the rest of his legislative agenda and prevent the government from 

breaking down.     

Waging a Spoiling Operation against the UP 

Even though US leaders took Vaky’s advice into account, they pursued only part of 

his proposed strategy.80 Nixon’s administration focused on carrying out anti-Allende 

activities instead of supporting PDC candidate Tomic.  The administration asked Korry, 

an expert on the internal affairs of Chile, to help carry out anti-Allende activities.  Under 

the authority of the administration, Korry did the following: requested the CIA program 

in Chile; planned its covert action in 1970; and drafted some of Nixon’s policy towards 

the UP during its first year in power.81

Before Korry oversaw the CIA’s activities, a key group within the intelligence 

community had already made a decision that guided US policy towards Chile.  On 25 

March 1970, the 40 Committee “decided not to support any one candidate,” as it had 

during the 1964 Presidential race.

         

82 Instead, it decided to wage a spoiling operation 

against the UP.  The Committee and its direct predecessors-“the 303 Committee and the 

Special Group,” exercised political control over covert operations in Chile and other 

foreign countries.83

                                                 
80 Memorandum titled Chilean Elections - - Another View for Dr. Kissinger, 1,2; Vaky to Kissinger; f-NSC 

box 778 Korry File Chile 1971 8; Box 1. 
81 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence 

Activities. Covert Action In Chile 1963-1973: Hearing before the Committee on Governmental 
Operations. page 29; 94th Cong. , 1st Sess., 18 December 1975.           

82 Ibid. , 12-13.    
83 Ibid. , 188.      

 Since the 1950s, this sub-cabinet level body of the Executive Branch 
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had the job of reviewing “proposed major covert actions” that the US government 

conducted in countries all over the world.84

Nixon and Kissinger ordered the CIA’s low key involvement in Chilean politics.  In 

1976, Karl Inderfurth, professional staff member of the Senate Select Committee, 

publicly stated that “covert action was an instrument of U.S. foreign policy, decided upon 

at the highest levels of the Government.”

                      

85 The CIA had plenty of experience executing 

the Executive Branch’s orders since the 1950s.  It knew exactly how to tarnish Allende’s 

public image with negative propaganda.  After learning that Cuba contributed $350,000 

to the UP and that the Soviet Union gave it a matching donation, the 40 Committee 

decided to fund a campaign to spoil Allende’s chances of getting elected.86

The administration had a better chance of achieving its second objective: 

strengthening “non-Marxist political leaders and forces in Chile.” In order to give Tomic 

and Alessandri a better chance of winning the election, the CIA conducted an extensive 

propaganda campaign to ruin Allende’s image in the eyes of the Chilean public.

                 

The Nixon administration tried to achieve a couple of objectives with the CIA’s 

spoiling campaign.  First, the administration tried “to undermine Communist efforts to 

bring about a coalition of leftist forces,” which included non-Marxists.  Since the UP had 

already formed to nominate and support a candidate before 1970, the administration 

could no longer attain this goal.     

87

 

   

 

                                                 
84 Ibid. , 149.   
85 Ibid. , 10-13 
86 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , 49.    
87 U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee, 12.  
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Forms of Propaganda 

In order to wage its propaganda campaign, the CIA subsidized rightwing women’s 

and civic action groups that placed anti-Marxist propaganda in the press.  Also, the CIA 

turned to previously “developed ‘“assets”’’ who worked for Chilean newspapers and 

radio stations.  Inderfurth identified these assets as “foreign nationals who are either on 

the CIA payroll or are subject to CIA guidance.”88

One vital CIA asset worked in radio programming leading up to the presidential 

election of 1970.  This unidentified individual, “produced radio political commentary 

shows” that attacked left-wing political parties and supported “CIA-selected candidates.” 

He tried to persuade centrist and right-wing Chileans to vote for politicians running 

against Marxist candidates.

 Many of them helped the CIA wage a 

propaganda war against Allende during the 1964 presidential race.  With another round of 

CIA support and US funding, the CIA’s assets executed the Nixon administration’s 

propaganda war against Allende at the grass-roots level in 1970.   

89

Other CIA assets “placed CIA-inspired editorials almost daily in El Mercurio and, 

after 1968, exerted substantial control over the content of that paper’s international news 

section.”

   

90

The CIA and its assets tried to convince centrist and right-wing Chileans that the 

UP’s agenda threatened the fabric of Chilean culture.  They put up CIA posters that 

 Similar to the presidential election of 1964, the CIA and its assets used 

propaganda in a newspaper/news source scare campaign in order to convince part of the 

Chilean electorate to vote against Allende in 1970.   

                                                 
88 Ibid. , 12.  
89 Ibid.  
90 Ibid.  
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portrayed the UP as a coalition that threatened “religion and family life.”91 Also, the CIA 

and its assets tried to trick non-Marxist Chileans into believing that the UP planned to 

take the lives of political dissenters if Allende won the election.  The CIA’s sign-painting 

teams placed “slogans on walls evoking images of Communist firing squads.”92

Conducting the campaign amounted to less of a challenge for the US government 

than interpreting Chilean electoral trends.  At first, US leaders did not fully realize the 

likelihood of a UP victory over the right.  In hindsight, it can be seen that the electoral 

trends of recent years indicated that Allende had the edge he needed and that the real 

power struggle “was between Allende and Alessandri.” Yet, the administration’s 

 In sharp 

contrast to the established norms of Chilean political culture, these images portrayed an 

intolerant society that disregarded constitutional rights and protections for dissenters.  

Sign-painting teams tried to convince non-Marxist Chileans that the worst case scenario 

would unfold if they failed to elect one of Allende’s rivals.   

Even though the CIA spent $1 million in order to execute its spoiling campaign, it 

failed to keep Allende out of power in 1970.  The operation alone could not defeat the 

UP’s presidential candidate since right-wing and centrist Chileans split their votes 

between two different candidates.  Disunity between right-wing and centrist Chileans 

prevented the Nixon administration’s propaganda war from succeeding during the short-

run.   

Failing to Interpret Chilean Electoral Trends of 1964 and 1970   

                                                 
91 Ibid. , 13. 
92 Ibid. 
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observers and analysts, including members of the US Embassy, argued that Alessandri 

would win in September, 1970.93

No overwhelming electoral surge to the left occurred during the time period leading 

up to the presidential election.

 

94

During the Presidential campaign of 1964, Frei promised the Chilean electorate a 

revolution in liberty.  His revolution aimed to reform: promoción popular (networks of 

local self-help organizations), “education and welfare, the countryside, and copper.”

 Since no major movement towards the left happened 

during the short-run, the administration had high expectations for the center and right in 

1970.  However, a fundamental change had occurred within Chilean society that the 

Nixon administration failed to notice.   

95 

His program attracted a broad range of the Chilean electorate to the PDC since the PDC 

promised to take on problems that previous governments had neglected or failed to 

solve.96

Frei’s Revolution in Liberty convinced a growing number of voters that the 

government would go further with its reforms in 1970.  Therefore, Frei and the PDC 

paved the way for the Chilean left to pick up electoral support during the presidential 

election of 1970 since a growing number of Chileans started to expect the government to 

take care of economic, educational, and social problems.  In 1970, Allende connected 

with left-wing Chileans when he promised them that the UP would further the PDC’s 

reforms that Frei started during the 1960’s.  Chile’s growing left clearly identified with 

and supported Allende’s political message.                  

             

                                                 
93 Collier and Sater, History, 324-328.   
94 Ibid. , 324.   
95 Ibid. , 311.   
96 Ibid. , 308.   
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Nixon’s administration failed to realize that the UP would likely succeed, since it 

underestimated the impact of Allende’s revolutionary rhetoric.  During the cultural shift, 

Chile’s growing left-wing electorate bought into Allende’s promises.  They bought into 

his promise to increase social spending and “redistribute wealth to the lower-paid and the 

poor” so that Chile would experience a successful transition to socialism during the 

1970’s.97 Allende’s promises energized his left-wing voting base enough for him to 

receive about 40,000 more votes than Alessandri, the second place finisher in a three way 

contest.98

In June 1970, US leaders did not believe that the UP’s candidate would have an 

edge over the opposition.  Vaky told Kissinger that everyone within the administration 

agreed that Allende’s “strength is rising, but there is no clear prospect that he will win 

and a possibility that he will not.”

  

Winning a Plurality 

99

Competing to gain electoral support from the same voting base created a dilemma 

for Alessandri and Tomic.  Both leaders had to compete with each other in order to win 

the votes of centrist and right-wing voters.  In contrast to the PDC and PN, Allende’s UP 

held a monopoly over most of the Chilean left.  No other left-wing political force that 

 Vaky’s statement proved that the administration 

based its prediction of the outcome of the Chilean presidential election more on hope than 

analysis.  The administration predicted that Alessandri would come in first place but at a 

time of declining support for the right.     

                                                 
97 Ibid. , 320-330 (For quotation, see p. 330).   
98 Ibid. , 320-330.   
99 Memorandum titled Chilean Election page 1; from Viron Vaky to Dr. Kissinger; 23 June 1970; folder 

NSC box 778 Korry File Chile 1971 8; Box 1; National Security Council (NSC) Files: Country 
Files; Latin America (Augusto Pinochet files removed from NSC boxes 777-778); Chile, September 
14, 1970-November 8, 1970 to Coup Cables; Nixon Presidential Materials Staff, National Archives 
at College Park, MD.      
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participated in electoral politics rivaled the UP for voter support.  Therefore, the UP’s 

candidate easily secured 36 percent of the vote from the Chilean electorate.100

On an individual basis, neither Alessandri nor Tomic had enough electoral support 

to defeat Allende.  Since Allende’s ideological opponents split their overall electoral 

strength, Allende won a plurality on September 4, 1970.  Allende managed to defeat 

Alessandri and Tomic without a majority vote from the electorate.  During the early 

hours of September 5, the election results showed that Allende received 36.3% of the 

popular vote, Alessandri 34.9%, and Tomic 27.8%.

  

101 102

Chile’s Constitution required Congress to confirm Allende’s election since none of 

the presidential candidates received an absolute majority.  The populace did not know 

what to expect as Congress prepared to either confirm or reject the election results.  

Shock waves of uncertainty rippled through Chilean society right after the public learned 

that Allende won. “The democratic election of an avowed Marxist” made wealthier 

Chileans uncertain of their prospects under the UP.

  

A Time of uncertainty for Wealthier Chileans  

103

Immediately after the UP’s candidate won, the Santiago stock exchange fell 

dramatically and an unprecedented run on the banks occurred.  Many wealthier Chileans 

stocked up on consumer goods before Chile’s Congress held its joint session in order to 

decide between electing Allende or Alessandri on October 24.  Wealthier Chileans 

   

                                                 
100 Senate Select Committee page 13; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before.  
101 Ibid.     
102 Collier and Sater, History, 309.     
103 Ibid. , (For quotation, see p. 328, and paraphrase of p. 328-329.).   
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expected the worse case scenario to unfold since Congress would probably follow its own 

tradition of confirming the decision of the electorate.104 105
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CHAPTER IV  

US REACTION TO THE MARXIST VICTORY OF 1970 
 

The Nixon Administration and Chilean Right calculate their next Move against the UP   
 

During the election, Alessandri came in as runner-up with 35 percent of the vote, 

only one percentage point behind Allende.  The PN’s candidate knew that the closeness 

of the election weighed on the minds of Chilean congressmen.  He made a bold move to 

alter the outcome of the congressional vote.  On September 9, Alessandri announced that 

if Congress voted for him instead of the first place finisher, he would immediately resign. 

Under the Chilean Constitution, his resignation would pave the way for new elections.  

Alessandri tested PDC congressmen to see if they wanted to use the electoral process to 

block the Marxist coalition from seizing control of the presidency and forge a new 

election.106 107

 Centrist Chileans were not drawn to Alessandri’s tactic.  Before the October 

congressional vote, PDC congressmen agreed to support Allende if he signed a statute of 

democratic guarantees to clarify freedoms that were already established in the 

constitution.  They made a compromise with the legitimate victor instead of making a 

deal with Alessandri.  Their compromise lowered the temperature of the country’s 

political climate.

   

108

Yet, right-wing dissenters remained disenchanted with the outcome.  Nixon’s 

administration realized that it could use them as a weapon against Allende.  Regardless of 

               

                                                 
106 Senate Select Committee page 13; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before.   
107 Collier and Sater, History, 328-329.   
108 Ibid.  
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the confirmation vote, the administration could engineer a coup in Chile with internal 

opposition forces doing the visible dirty work.109 110

Alessandri and vocal members of the Chilean right did not stand alone in their 

efforts to block Marxist Chileans from seizing the executive branch.  The Nixon 

administration also tried to find a way to block Allende from receiving congressional 

confirmation.  In 1976, Gregory Treverton, Professional Staff Member of the Senate 

Select Committee, revealed that the 40 Committee met on September 8 and 14, 1970, in 

order “to discuss what action should be taken.”

  

40 Committee and Right-wing Coup Plotters 

111 Nixon and the 40 Committee planned 

to use an internal anti-Marxist opposition group to prevent Congress from confirming 

Allende’s electoral victory.  According to Treverton, the highest leaders in the US 

government decided to pursue a plan “along two separate but related tracks.”112

 The administration’s plan included Track I and Track II.  Treverton revealed that 

Nixon, Kissinger, Richard Helms, and John Mitchell all met at the White House on 

September 15, in order to discuss the goals that the administration aimed to achieve with 

both of its tracks.  Treverton said that Track I “aimed to induce President Frei to act to 

prevent Allende from being seated.” This Track “included an anti-Allende propaganda 

campaign, economic pressures and a $250,000 contingency fund to be used” at the 

Ambassador Korry’s discretion.  Frei and his advisors had to deem the CIA’s projects as 

important enough to “influence the outcome of the October 24 congressional vote.”

        

113

                                                 
109 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , 62-78. 
110 Suri, Henry Kissinger, 239. 
111 Senate Select Committee pages 13-14; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before. 
112 Ibid. , (For quotation, see p. 13.). 
113 Ibid. 
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Yet, Track I never really culminated according to Treverton.  Treverton described 

the “idea of bribing Chilean Congressmen to vote for Alessandri” as “unworkable.” Too 

much opposition would arise from within the PDC over the bribery scheme.  Treverton 

told the Select Committee that the Ambassador and CIA never used the $250,000 fund.114

 Instead, the administration came up with another strategy in order to counter 

Allende’s electoral success.  According to Treverton, top officials within the 

administration came up with Track II, a plan that “was to be run without the knowledge 

of the Ambassador, or the Departments of State and Defense.” Starting on September 15, 

the White House took steps in order to implement its plan: provoking a military coup.

 

115

Nixon and his advisors used the CIA to directly contact right-wing opposition 

leaders in Chile.  Between the 5

 

th and 20th of October, the CIA “made 21 contacts with 

key military and police officials.” According to Treverton, the administration gave 

multiple plotters “assurances of strong support”; it would continue to support them after a 

military coup occurred.116

In order to provoke military intervention, right-wing coup plotters had to 

assassinate a significant military leader prior to Chile’s congressional confirmation vote.  

According to Treverton, the CIA “knew that the coup plans of all the various conspirators 

included the removal from the scene of Chilean Gen. Rene Schneider, the Chief of Staff 

 

CIA and Right-wing Chileans attempt to provoke an immediate Coup 

                                                 
114 Ibid. 
115 Paul Sigmund, The Overthrow of Allende and the Politics of Chile, 1964-1976 (Pittsburgh: University of 

Pittsburgh Press, 1977), 115.   
116 Senate Select Committee pages 13-14; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before. 
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of the Army and a man who opposed any coup.”117

Schneider had the respect of the overwhelming majority of military officers and 

enough political strength to suppress any coup.  He stood in the way of military 

intervention.  The CIA willingly supported and lent weapons to coup leaders who would 

remove Schneider.  Even though its level of involvement remains unclear, the CIA 

“passed three submachine guns to two Chilean officers,” in October.  It also provided 

them with tear gas.

 General Schneider intended to uphold 

the electoral process that Chile’s Constitution guaranteed.   

118

On the 22

  

Right-wing General Camilo Valenzuela’s group of coup plotters planned to abduct 

Schneider and then fly him to Argentina.  They failed to pull off the abduction on 

October 19, and then messed up again on October 20.  At this point, retired General 

Roberto Viaux decided to act.   

nd, Viaux’s group of right-wing coconspirators tried to catch Schneider on 

his way to the Ministry of Defense that morning.  They blocked the general’s Mercedes 

with four cars in front and one in back.  With Schneider in this vulnerable position, eight 

attackers smashed the windows of his car and shot him four times.  They mortally 

wounded Schneider.  He died on October 25, one day after the joint session of Chile’s 

Congress elected Allende as president.119 120 121

Instead of paving the way for a military coup, the failed kidnap attempt intensified 

the determination of Chilean congressmen to follow the constitution.  153 members voted 

  

                                                 
117 Ibid. , (For quotation, see p. 14.). 
118 Dallek, Nixon, 236.   
119 Paul Sigmund, The United States and Democracy in Chile (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1993), 53.     
120 Ibid. , 123. 
121 Sigmund, United States, 54.     
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for Allende, 35 against, and 7 abstained.  After Allende won this confirmation vote, the 

Chilean government went after right-wing Chileans who plotted against Schneider.  It 

successfully prosecuted Valenzuela and Viaux.122

The attack on Schneider was clearly a “product of the Nixon administration’s 

machinations.” Yet, the full story remains untold since “the group which received CIA 

weapons was not the same group as the one which carried off the abortive kidnapping of 

Schneider.” Treverton’s public testimony did not link the CIA directly to the plotters that 

contributed to the general’s death.

                          

123

After the election, the Nixon administration “considered a broad range of political, 

diplomatic, and economic responses” to limit the UP’s ability to implement policies 

contrary to US interests.  The administration considered the following tactics: cutting 

back on bilateral loans; deterring US private investment; and limiting financial assistance 

from international lending institutions.  It planned to apply these forms of economic 

pressure, if Allende tried to nationalize the property of US investors without paying just 

compensation.  Nixon and Kissinger knew that the newly elected president planned to 

submit legislation to the Chilean Congress in order to enable the country to take over 

major copper producers.

   

Putting Pressure on the UP for Compensation 

124

Allende pledged to nationalize Chile’s copper mines during the presidential race.  

He carried out this promise one month after receiving congressional confirmation.  In 

   

                                                 
122 Dallek, Nixon, 237.    
123 Senate Select Committee page 14; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before. 
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December, Allende started pushing for Congress to vote in favor of his nationalization 

plan.  Allende continued to push his idea with the opposition parties until they finally 

agreed.125

Between late 1970 and July 1971, the PDC and PN decided to support an 

amendment to the Chilean Constitution that Allende introduced.  It allowed the Chilean 

government to take over the American owned copper mines.

 

126 On the 16th of July, the 

amendment passed unanimously.  Copper nationalization was the only issue that all three 

parties would support during Allende’s term in office.  The PDC and PN agreed to the 

idea since it would bring in large estimated profits that would come from nationalizing 

the copper mines.  Also, the PN could not reject nationalization since it would lose 

credibility with Chileans for casting an unpatriotic vote against Chile.127

After months of debate, the Chilean government took over the three largest 

American copper companies, Anaconda, Kennecott, and Cerro.  Nixon’s administration 

avoided a direct confrontation with Allende over the issue since the UP “seemed 

receptive to some kind of pragmatic compromise with the copper companies.” However, 

the opportunity to reach a compromise fell through in August and September 1971.

   

128

Nixon’s administration refused to lighten up on its ‘“invisible economic blockade,”’ 

the cut-off of loans and credits from financial institutions and financial assistance from 

the US government, on Chile.

   

129

                                                 
125 Collier and Sater, History, 334-335.      
126 Duncombe and Patterson, Foreign, 149 Editorial Note.   
127 Collier and Sater, History, 334-335.        
128 Duncombe and Patterson, Foreign, 149 Editorial Note.   
129 Dallek, Nixon, 322.    

 The president and board vice chairman of Anaconda 

Copper asked Kissinger to support international credits for Chile if Allende gave fair 
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compensation for expropriating the property of American copper companies.  Kissinger 

told the copper company that opening up international credits to the UP might speed up 

the establishment of a communist regime in Chile.  Therefore, the administration would 

not open up international credits to Chileans.130

Since the administration refused to relax the US credit squeeze, the situation for 

American investors grew worse in Chile.  On October 10, the UP publicly announced 

“that there would be no compensation for Anaconda and Kennecott.”

  

 131

Nixon’s administration retaliated in two ways.  First, it tightened the credit squeeze. 

Second, the administration decided to oppose the approval of loan applications that the 

Chilean government submitted to the Interamerican Development Bank (IDB) and the 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD).  Instead of trying to 

reach a compromise to remedy the situation for US investors, Nixon’s administration 

lashed out at a country with one of the strongest democratic traditions in Latin 

America.

 Also, Cerro 

would only receive $13 million for its property.  The UP’s statement did not go over well 

with the US government.   

132 133

Observing the boundaries of Nixon’s policy towards Chile, the Export-Import Bank 

(EIB) put pressure on Chile after the UP adopted the copper amendment in July.  EIB 

decided to postpone a projected loan that the Chilean national airline needed in order to 

buy three jets from Boeing. On August 11, 1971, the Bank’s president admitted that there 

was a connection between postponement and the issue of copper compensation.  Even 
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though the loan was under consideration in private, EIB took an aggressive approach in 

public towards the Chilean government.  It tried to pressure the UP into giving investors 

adequate and prompt compensation.     

Ambassador Korry tried to persuade the Chilean government and US investors to 

reach an agreement.  In late September 1971, he almost figured out how to overcome the 

UP’s claim that Anaconda Company and Kennecott owed $388 million dollars to Chile.  

Since Allende’s regime claimed that both companies made excess profits since 1955 off 

of a Chilean natural resource, Korry arranged a deal where the Overseas Private 

Investment Corporation (OPIC) would give the Chilean government twenty-year bonds if 

Allende stuck to his original proposal to pay copper companies with thirty year bonds.134

However, Senator Carlos Altamirano from the left-wing of the PS made it 

impossible for Allende to accept the agreement.  The left-wing of the PS opposed the idea 

of paying the copper companies of an imperialist country.

    

135

 

 As a result, there was no 

agreement in sight when Allende announced that the UP would not compensate either 

company.   
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CHAPTER V  

INTERNAL OPPOSITION AND CHILE’S ECONOMIC PROBLEMS, 

1971-1973 

Trouble brewing underneath the Surface 

Since “Conflict appeared imminent” to anti-Marxist Chileans in September 1972, 

they took the following two defensive measures: (1) stored and collected weapons in 

middle and upper class homes throughout Santiago and its suburbs; and (2) supported 

members of PyL who organized the defense of residential districts.136 Anti-Marxist 

Chileans took both measures so that they could defend their private property from what 

they perceived as the impending threat of mob violence.  Yet, Allende’s ideological 

opponents refused to sit back and wait for the government and its supporters to start the 

fight.  They started to form an offensive, a middle and upper class protest movement 

against the UP in September.  Nixon’s administration noticed their “civilian resistance 

movement” brewing, and enlarged it when Kissinger authorized the CIA to target middle 

class opposition groups moving against Allende.137

The Nixon administration gave $100,000 to its Santiago field-agents.  These field-

agents then distributed the money to Chileans who perceived Allende’s nationalization 

plans as a threat to their economic interests and operated “‘anti-Allende business 

organizations.’”  At some point, US money eventually reached middle class workers in 
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the service, industrial, and business sectors so that they could pay bills and continue to 

prolong the October strike.138

Nixon’s administration funneled enough money into the country for middle, upper, 

and some lower class Chileans to buy survival goods.  Strikers turned to private 

distributors on the black market in order to buy food and clothing while the regular stores 

remained closed during the strike.  Allende’s opponents obtained what they needed 

without having to give up the strike and go back to work.

  

139

US intelligence reported that “the majority of the $8 million allocated for CIA 

covert operations in Chile” supported strikers in 1972 and 1973.  The inflow of fresh 

currency into the country probably had an impact during the strike since the “dollar rate 

on the black market dropped.” Thousands of people without visible income suddenly had 

enough money to support themselves.  Santiago’s citizens and a British newspaper, the 

Observer, noticed the trend.  They wondered why so much money entered the black 

market, and tried to figure out who provided the funds necessary for the UP’s opponents 

to prolong the strike during late 1972.

   

140

The Nixon administration implemented a hostile policy towards Chile during the 

time period before the protest movement emerged in October, 1972.  In April, William 

Jorden of the National Security Council (NSC) reported that the administration placed 

“maximum pressure” on the Allende government during 1971 and 1972.  Jorden told 

Kissinger that US policy had been highly successful since it caused Chile to end up in 

 

Maximizing Pressure on the UP until an internal opposition Movement emerges 
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deep economic trouble in early 1972.  He downplayed Chile’s prosperity in 1971, and 

credited the administration for causing its economic deterioration.141

On the surface, Allende’s regime “performed surprisingly well.”

                                                           

142 Inflation 

subsided and industrial output rose.  1971 “was a year of plenty.”143 Yet, prosperity did 

not last in Chile.  A critical analysis of Jorden’s messages to Kissinger reveals what 

caused the year of prosperity to come to an end.144

In order to discover an answer, scholars must ask the following question: Did the 

Nixon Administration’s policy towards Chile or the UP’s own economic agenda cause an 

economic downturn?  An “Analytical Summary” that accompanies Jorden’s 

memorandum provides an answer to this question.  It acknowledges that “Allende scored 

some impressive achievements in 1971” for increasing the “purchasing power of the 

poor, reducing unemployment, and increasing GNP by 8 per cent.”

    

145

Allende increased their purchasing power by about 40% in order to stimulate 

consumer-goods industries and reduce unemployment.  The UP’s economic agenda thus 

far was a success for Chileans, especially those from the lowest social class.  Yet, the 

UP’s short-term gains eventually took a heavy toll on the country’s economy.

 

146 147
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In 1972, Allende’s agenda created long-term problems for Chilean society.  It 

caused inflation to rise since the Chilean money supply doubled.148 The UP would have 

to pay “a severe economic and political price” in 1972 since doubling the supply of 

money and stimulating demand resulted in “inflationary forces of major proportions.”149 

Allende’s form of consumer oriented socialism dramatically worsened Chile’s economic 

situation during the last two years of Allende’s term, according to historian Paul 

Sigmund.150

Allende’s economic policy also created another problem for the Chilean economy.  

In 1971, Allende’s anti-private enterprise policies caused net disinvestment in private 

businesses.

   

151   Middle and upper class Chileans sent their money outside of the country, 

since their Marxist government threatened to expropriate the property of business owners.  

Instead of investing in domestic businesses, business owners sent their profits abroad for 

safety.152 The UP government did not realize that the expropriation plans and tactics 

would cause an outflow of cash.  Allende’s coalition “deceived itself as to the reality of 

what it was doing and the consequences.”153

US foreign policy makers tried to worsen Chile’s economic situation as money 

flowed out of the country.  They knew that its foreign reserves had decreased from $365 

million to less than $100 million between 1971 and 1972.  Since the Chilean government 

would not have enough money to pay its debt of $974 million between 1972 and 1974 

Nixon’s advisors knew that Allende would try to reschedule 85% of Chile’s debt for the 
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next three years.  In order to prevent Allende from rescheduling his debt payments, 

Jorden tried to convince the US and its allies to give Allende the worst deal possible.154

Jorden told Kissinger that the upcoming talks on Chile’s debt provided an 

opportunity for the administration to deepen Allende’s long-term problems.  The US 

could give the UP the least possible debt relief, and make it repay as much as possible to 

American companies that underwent property expropriations.  Instead of spending money 

on internal projects and problems, the UP would have to send it to foreign bill collectors.  

Yet, US policy makers did not achieve this goal.  They did not want to stand alone as the 

rest of Chile’s creditor countries agreed to postpone payments on 70 percent of its 1971 

and 1972 debts. Jorden advised the administration to keep pressure on Allende, but avoid 

giving him an opportunity to blame the US as the culprit who cause problems for 

Chileans.

               

155 156 157

The Nixon administration found another way to create a problem for the UP in 

1971.  It convinced US sources to “restrict the flow of new credits to Chile.”

                                                

158 Since 

most American banks reduced the number of short-term credits to Chile, Chileans had 

trouble securing imports.159

The import shortage that resulted from the reduction of short-term credits caused a 

spare parts shortage for taxi and bus drivers during late 1971 and 1972.  Drivers had to 

salvage older pieces or search hard to find new ones so that they could continue operating 

  

                                                 
154 NSCM, 5; Jorden to Kissinger, f-SRG 4/11/72/ box H-064.  
155 NSCM, 1, 4-5; Jorden to Kissinger, f-SRG 4/11/72/ box H-064. 
156 Sigmund, United States, 67.   
157 NSCM, 5; Jorden to Kissinger, f-SRG 4/11/72/ box H-064. 
158 Ibid. , 4. 
159 Sigmund, United States, 68.     
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their transportation businesses.  Taxi and bus drivers lost money when old vehicle parts 

eventually wore out and new parts could not reach Chile.                                                 

Shortages took a toll not only on businesses, but also on average Chileans on a daily 

basis.  Many Chileans took to the streets in order to protest against the UP’s inability to 

maintain a steady supply of consumer goods and food items in the stores.160 Middle class 

Chileans fueled the demonstrations.  Frustrated with the country’s inflation problem and 

lack of goods, middle class Chileans joined the ranks of the anti-Marxist movement.  The 

Chilean middle class solidified as an opposition block at the end of Allende’s first year in 

office.161

 

 Therefore, the restriction that the Nixon administration asked for American 

banks to put on short-term credits obviously had some impact on Chile’s economy and 

society.  The administration helped cause shortages and inflation that turned much of the 

Chilean middle class against the UP at the end of 1971.     

                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
160 Executive Report, 3; accompanying NSCM; Jorden to Kissinger, f-SRG Meeting 4/11/72/ box H-064. 
161 Sigmund, Overthrow, 128.  
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CHAPTER VI 

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH AND THE 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

Confrontation with the UP 

Allende included nationalizing telecommunications into his party’s platform in 

1970. During the first year of Allende’s presidency, he tried to take the Chilean 

Telephone Company (CTC) away from International Telephone & Telegraph (ITT).  On 

September 1, 1971, he “embargoed” ITT’s bank accounts.  Allende’s embargo prevented 

American investors from accessing the company’s sources of cash revenue.  John 

Guilfoyle, Vice President of ITT Sud America, predicted that the company would not 

have enough money to pay private collectors and the Chilean government on time.162

Chilean banks refused to refinance loans and to lend any more money to ITT while 

the company negotiated with UP representatives for the best compensation deal.

 

163 

Guilfoyle privately told the Nixon administration that Allende was “on the brink of 

seizing” the company’s property “instead of negotiating its purchase.”164 He told 

Secretary of State William Rogers that left-wing Chileans tried to disrupt the company’s 

negotiations with the UP.165

                                                 
162 White House Text copy of a letter titled DR. HENRY KISSINGER – THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON D.C. page 2-5; from John Guilfoyle the Vice President of International Telephone 
& Telegraph Sud America to Secretary of State William Rogers; 3 September 1971; folder WHCF; 
Subject Categories CO; [EX] CO 33 Chile 1/11/71-; Box 17; White House Central Files; Subject 
Files; CO (Countries); [EX] CO 32 Chad, Republic of [1969-70] to [GEN] CO 34 China 1969-70; 
Nixon Presidential Materials Staff, National Archives at College Park, MD.     

163 Ibid. , 8.    
164 Ibid.  
165 WHT copy of a letter titled DR. HENRY KISSINGER. , 2; Guilfoyle to Rogers, f-WHCF 1/11/71 box 

17.             

 In Guilfoyle’s opinion, labor leaders and left-wing media 
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sources orchestrated attacks on ITT so that they could sabotage the company’s chances of 

securing the best compensation deal with the UP.   

ITT’s investors turned to the US government for help after Pedro Vuskovic, Chile’s 

Minister of Economy and Minister of Interior, unexpectedly “urged” legal authorities and 

Chilean workers to nationalize the company.166 Once Vuskovic made his announcement, 

investors immediately asked the Nixon administration to put economic and financial 

pressure on the UP.167 Guilfoyle asked the Secretary of State to put so much pressure on 

the UP that it would give in and pay “adequate and fair compensation” to investors.168

ITT quickly refuted Allende’s claim that the value of ITT’s interest in CTC 

amounted to only about 19 million dollars. Guilfoyle told Allende’s government that ITT 

had assets of more than 230 million dollars at the end of December 1970.  Since 

American investors believed that the value of the company amounted to much more than 

19 million dollars, they refused to allow the UP to take control of ITT’s property.  They 

took a firm stance against the UP in order to drive the price up during the negotiations 

process of 1971.

    

ITT’s investors did not expect Vuskovic to announce that negotiations between the 

UP and the company had collapsed. According to Guilfoyle, the UP made its 

announcement without forewarning the company.  Therefore, dialogue between the UP 

and ITT remained open since both sides had to reach an agreement before the UP could 

officially nationalize CTC.   

169 170 171

                                                 
166 Ibid. , 4.   
167 Sigmund, United States, 62.           
168 WHT copy of a letter titled DR. HENRY KISSINGER. , 2; Guilfoyle to Rogers, f-WHCF 1/11/71 box 

17.            
169 Ibid. , 2, 5-8; Guilfoyle to Rogers, f-WHCF 1/11/71 box 17.             
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Guilfoyle told Rogers that ITT entered negotiations with the government of Chile in 

“good faith” so that the both parties could reach a “just resolution” to the UP’s 

nationalization plan.  He tried to convince the administration that ITT had “been co-

operative and patient to date.”172 Guilfoyle created a positive image of ITT’s behavior so 

that the administration would buy into the merit of ITT’s argument and intervene in the 

nationalization process.  Furthermore, ITT reminded the administration that other 

American corporations had already “lost holdings through nationalization or 

expropriation in Chile.”173

However, Guilfoyle’s letter to Rogers did not reveal the whole story about the 

confrontation between ITT and the UP.  ITT opposed Allende well before Vuskovic 

called for immediate nationalization.  According to former Ambassador Korry, ITT tried 

to defeat Allende with domestic opposition forces before the November, 1970, 

confirmation vote.

 With this track record in mind, American businessmen needed 

the U.S. government to keep Allende in check before nationalization efforts went too far.   

174

According to the staff report of the Senate Select Committee, ITT formed a strong 

relationship with the CIA between 1963 and 1973.  The Committee identified ITT as one 

of the multinational corporations that provided “information and cover to the CIA.” ITT 

also participated in “covert attempts to influence Chilean politics.” In an alliance with the 

 After right-wing opposition forces failed to block Allende’s 

confirmation, ITT continued to stir up and energize opposition to the UP.  In contrast to 

Guilfoyle’s nice description of his company, ITT put up stiff resistance to the UP.         

                                                                                                                                                 
170 Ibid. , 5, 6. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid. , 7.  
173 Ibid. 
174 Senate Select Committee page 35; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before. 
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U.S. government and other multinational corporations, ITT led a bold charge against 

Allende’s presidential campaign in 1970.175

ITT funneled money directly to an opponent that represented the middle and upper 

classes.  A CIA representative from Santiago told ITT about “an individual who could be 

used as a secure channel” to deliver cash to Alessandri.

 

176

Nixon’s administration benefited from ITT’s work since ITT’s investors gave 

funding to Alessandri, the presidential candidate that the administration hoped would beat 

Allende.  ITT spent “$350,000” in order to help Alessandri mobilize his right-wing 

voting base.

 Although the CIA did not 

handle ITT’s money, it served as a link that connected the multinational corporation to 

middle and upper class opposition.  Through the CIA’s middle man, ITT funneled money 

to Alessandri’s presidential campaign.   

177

The US government and ITT used El Mercurio, a major Santiago newspaper chain, 

as a medium to influence the Chilean public.  Since El Mercurio’s editorials “were read 

throughout the country on various national radio networks,” US propaganda editorials 

that the CIA placed in the newspaper had a multiplier effect.  CIA propaganda influenced 

not only the literate portion of the population that read the newspaper, but also illiterate 

 Even though Alessandri barely lost to Allende, ITT’s funding went 

towards helping mobilize members of the property owning classes behind Alessandri.  

ITT helped Alessandri’s campaign team connect with an opposition block that opposed 

Allende in 1970 and would continue to cause him trouble after winning the election.     

Propaganda Warfare, ITT, and the 40 Committee  

                                                 
175 Ibid. , (For both quotations, see p. 158.).   
176 Ibid. , 159.   
177 Ibid. , 160.   
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Chileans who had to depend on the radio for news.178 ITT and the CIA gave money to 

“individuals associated with the paper” so that Chileans within El Mercurio would 

continue to wage the CIA’s large scale propaganda war against the UP during Allende’s 

term in office.179

During the early 1970s, the CIA spent a total of “$1.5 million in support” of El 

Mercurio, Chile’s largest newspaper.  The CIA financially supported the paper so that the 

Nixon administration could continue broadcasting “anti-Allende propaganda” to the 

largest Chilean audience possible.  The CIA concluded that the administration’s heavily 

financed propaganda war succeeded.  It helped set “the stage for the military coup” that 

removed Allende from power on September 11, 1973.

  

180

The Nixon administration claimed that it subsidized El Mercurio’s in late 1971 and 

early 1972 so that the newspaper could stay afloat.  Yet, the administration did not need 

to go so far as to subsidize El Mercurio’s since the newspaper received plenty of 

financial support from its readers to continue functioning.  Even though the UP tried to 

“harass and financially damage” the opposition’s media outlets, Allende could not 

prevent Chileans from reading dissenting voices and buying the paper.

   

181

                                                 
178 Ibid. , 169.   
179 Ibid. , 160.   
180 Ibid. , 176.  
181 Ibid. 

 Also, Allende 

did not have the political power to kill Santiago’s major newspaper since centrists and 

right-wing Chileans greatly outnumbered him when combined.  Therefore, Allende had 

no real opportunity to end the freedom of the press in Chile and the Nixon administration 

did not need to supposedly keep the newspaper afloat.  Perhaps the administration had a 

valid reason to think otherwise?    
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Evidence reveals that the intelligence community split over whether Allende really 

intended to end the freedom of the press or not.  The 40 Committee paid for El 

Mercurio’s daily operations after studying alarming field reports that varied “with 

intelligence community analyses.” The Committee decided to subsidize El Mercurio in 

1971 and early 1972 “based on reports that the Chilean government was trying to close 

the El Mercurio chain.” Yet, it made this decision based on fuzzy information. In reality, 

the intelligence community did not know exactly how the UP government planned to 

handle opposition media during Allende’s term in office.182

In August 1971, a National Intelligence Estimate claimed that the UP “was 

attempting to dominate the press,” but El Mercurio had “managed to retain its 

independence.” The report gave the impression that the El Mercurio survived the UP’s 

attempt to take control of the country’s news media during Allende’s first year in office.  

In response to the negative intelligence estimate, the 40 Committee continued to heavily 

fund El Mercurio.  It voted in September to spend $700,000 in order to keep the 

newspaper alive.

      

183

In November 1970, U.S. leaders gave clear “support, publicly and privately, to 

democratic elements in Chile” that opposed the UP.

   

184

                                                 
182 Ibid. (still coming from p. 176). 
183 Ibid.  

 The administration identified El 

Mercurio as a democratic element since right-wing and centrist parties used it to attack 

the Marxist left.  The PN and PDC represented the genuine defenders of democracy in the 

184 Memorandum titled Subject NSC Meeting on Chile, Thursday, November 5, 1970 and the attached 
OPTIONS PAPER FOR NSC CHILE page 20; from Theodore Eliot, Jr., Executive Secretary of the 
Department of State to Mr. Henry Kissinger; 3 November 1970; Item Number PR00586; Allende 
Administration (1970-1973)/Chile/Communism/Cuba/Elections/Soviet Union; Presidential 
Directives, Part II; Digital National Security Archives, http://nsacrchive.chadwyck.com/home.do.    

http://nsacrchive.chadwyck.com/home.do�
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eyes of Nixon’s administration.  Nixon and Kissinger funded El Mercurio in order to help 

the country’s real democratic parties survive.185

The newspaper embodied the idea that Chileans had the freedom to maintain an 

independent press.  If media networks fell under the control of the government, then 

Chilean democracy would not survive.  The public had to have access to a network of 

information that the government could not censor.  US policy makers decided to warn the 

public about the dangers of losing a free press.

      

186 Nixon’s administration used opposition 

media outlets in order to continuously publicize the UP’s “restrictions to personal 

freedoms.” Even after the UP won the presidential election of 1970, the administration 

continued to barrage the Chilean public with the message that Allende threatened the 

independence of the media and other democratic freedoms.187

The CIA Chilean Task Force expressed a first hand account of the problems that 

supposedly arose between the 4

  

The CIA Chilean Task Force paints Allende as a Tyrant 

th and 15th of September.188 It reported that Allende 

threatened the media with assassinations and violence, “takeovers by so-called worker 

organizations, and ultimatums to the management of newspapers and radio stations.”189

                                                 
185 Ibid.   
186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid. , 21.   

 

Field-agents told the Nixon administration that Allende’s goal “was to smother any 

188 Report titled Report on CIA Chilean Task Force Activities, 15 September to 3 November 1970 page 6; 
from the Central Intelligence Agency (unknown author) Classification Unknown, Report; 18 
November 1970; Item Number IP00633; Allende Gossens, Salvador/Korry, Edward/Alessandri 
Rodriguez, Jorge/Frei, Eduardo Montalvo/Schneider [Gen.]/United States. Central Intelligence 
Agency; Intelligence Community; Digital National Security Archives, 
http://nsacrchive.chadwyck.com/home.do.      

189 Ibid. 
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opposition to his election by Congress.”190 They painted Allende as a dangerous political 

bully, and made him sound more like a dictator than a constitutionally restrained 

politician who barely won a plurality during the election.  In reality, Allende did not have 

enough political support or strength to rule like a tyrant.  Perhaps the Task Force made its 

report based on previously held beliefs about Allende?191

One CIA agent dug deeper in order to discover more information about the real 

situation in Chile.  In contrast to some members of the intelligence community, E. J. 

Gerrity constructed a fairly complete and useful picture for the administration to see.  He 

uncovered enough personal details about Allende in order to debunk the UP’s positive 

propaganda of Allende.  In late October 1970, Gerrity pointed out that the UP’s 

propaganda painted Allende “as a man of the masses” even though he did not fit that 

profile.

 

192

Unlike much of his voting base, Allende received about the same amount of 

intellectual training as middle and upper class Chileans.

 Instead of suffering in poverty, Allende had enough money to own a beautiful 

summer beach home, a yacht, and full wardrobe of stylish suits.  Gerrity described 

Allende’s “taste as refined and capitalistic.” Allende did not live in the same squalid 

conditions as the bottom third of society.    

193 194

                                                 
190 Ibid. 
191 Ibid. 
192 Report titled Central Intelligence Agency Documents The Chilean Candidate pages 1-2; from E. J. 

Gerrity to W. R. Merriam; 26 October 1970; Document Number: CK3100264422; Background 
information on Salvador Allende prepared by ITT. Miscellaneous. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY.  OFFICIAL USE. Issue Date: Oct 26, 1970. Date Declassified: Jul 23, 1987.  
Unsanitized. Complete. 6 page(s). Reproduced in Declassified Documents Reference System.  
Farmington Hills, Mich.: Gale Group, 2007.    

193 Ibid. , 2.   
194 James Cockcroft and Jane Canning, Salvador Allende Reader: Chile’s Voice of Democracy. (New York; 

Melboure: Ocean Press, 2000), 4-7.   

 In 1926, he began studying 

at the medical school of the University of Chile in Santiago.  Allende pursued the same 
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professional career as his paternal grandfather.  Yet, Allende did not adopt the same 

attitudes as upper class Chileans.   

Allende’s observation of the poor health conditions of the most impoverished 

Chileans made him realize the gravity of the health problems that threatened the 

country’s poor.  During the 1930s, he tended “to the sick and became exceedingly 

popular” in Caldera, “a small fishing village in northern Chile.”195

In order to do this, he helped build a broad political alliance that included “unskilled 

workers, professionals, small and medium business people.”

 Allende worked to 

improve their health after the government sent him into exile in 1935.  Even though 

Allende’s stint in Caldera only lasted a few months, he gained a first-hand account of the 

public health problems that plagued the poor.  He decided that the government needed to 

come up with solutions to save millions of Chileans.   

 Allende understood their 

fear of disease, malnutrition, and the emerging fascist threat within Chile.  His left of 

center style of leadership appealed not only to workers, but also a significant portion of 

the middle class during the 1930s.196

As Minister of Health in President Pedro Aguirre Cerda’s Popular Front 

government, he tried to convince Chile’s leaders “to provide health and knowledge to a 

malnourished people, dressed in rags and working under merciless exploitation.”

   

197 Even 

though this policy addressed the needs of the poorest Chileans, it did not alienate him 

from middle class allies. 198

                                                 
195 Ibid. , 7. 
196 Ibid.  
197 Ibid. , 39.   
198 Ibid. , 7.   

 In 1970, Allende remembered that he had to appeal to some 

of the middle class in order to win the election and maintain power.  He impressed some 
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members of the property owning classes with his life-style, level of education, and 

profession enough to convince them to either vote for him or not against him.       

Gerrity reported that Allende appealed to a large portion of the electorate.  Some of 

the UP’s voting base identified with his aggressive Marxist rhetoric, but other left-wing 

voters liked Allende’s experience in public office and simple demeanor.  In order to 

break up Allende’s base of support, the Nixon administration would have to discourage 

left leaning middle class Chileans from supporting Allende.  It had to turn the whole 

middle class against the UP, and provoke its apathetic portion into rejecting Allende’s 

agenda.199

 Gerrity reported to the administration that, freedom had already started to die in 

Chile before Allende even received congressional confirmation.  Between Allende’s 

electoral victory and the confirmation vote in November, Gerrity claimed that UP 

supporters had already “intimidated the entire press and broadcasting media.”

 

200 

According to Gerrity “only one newspaper, El Mercurio

                                                 
199 Report titled Central Intelligence Agency Documents The Chilean Candidate pages 1-2; from E. J. 

Gerrity to W. R. Merriam; 26 October 1970; Document Number: CK3100264422. 
200 Ibid.   

, and one radio station” had “held 

out against being cowed or coerced” into supporting the newly elected Marxist 

government.   

Yet, Gerrity did not back up his statement with the necessary evidence to support 

his claim.  Gerrity failed to identify which Chilean newspapers and radio stations bowed 

to leftist pressure.  He did not give any specific details to the administration about the 

media outlets that supposedly caved to the newly elected government.   
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Gerrity did point out a problem for Chile’s largest newspaper.  El Mercurio had to 

print “10- to 20-page editions” instead of its traditional springtime “64 page editions.” In 

his opinion, the decline in length signified a loss of freedom that Chileans had enjoyed 

for one hundred fifty years.  Without discovering the real reason for the editions to 

shorten, Gerrity gave the administration an excuse to justify interfering with Chile’s news 

media so that the administration could barrage the Chilean public with anti-Allende 

messages.201

                                                 
201 Ibid. , 2.  
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CHAPTER VII 

A BLOW THAT MORTALLY WOUNDED THE UP 

October 1972 Truckers’ Strike 

 Chile’s economic elites probably did help plan the truckers’ strike of October 

1972.  The elites spent the first year of Allende’s presidency convincing businessmen and 

other middle class Chileans to publicly reject the UP’s agenda.202 203 However, in reality, 

Chile’s economic elites only played a limited role in organizing and carrying out the 

October strike.  Other groups such as middle class truck drivers, shopkeepers, and right 

of center politicians coordinated and executed the anti-Marxist demonstration that 

engulfed the whole country.204

Allende’s internal enemies did not act alone.  Under the approval of the Nixon 

administration, the CIA gave significant financial and logistical support to internal 

opposition groups so that they could conduct a well coordinated strike on a nation-wide 

scale.  Even though the administration did not create the October strike, it fueled, 

accelerated, and helped the strike intensify.  The CIA made a false claim in 1975 when 

stressing that it “had nothing to do with the truck owners’ strike and the disorders” that 

led to the military coup of September 11, 1973.  Historians have proven that the CIA did 

get involved and that the Nixon administration created ripe conditions for the truckers’ 

strike to erupt in Chile.

         

 205 206 207 208

                                                 
202 Peter Winn, Weavers of Revolution: Yarur Workers and Chile’s Road to Socialism. (New York; Oxford:  

Oxford University Press, 1986), 235.   
203 Ibid. , 235-237. 
204 Julio Faúndez, Marxism and Democracy in Chile: From 1932 to the Fall of Allende (New Haven & 

London: Yale University Press, 1988), 235-236. 
205 Ibid. , 236. 
206 Sigmund, United States, 71. 
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Out of 50,000 truck owners in Chile, 12,000 of them started the initial “walk-out” 

of the October strike.  Chilean truckers led the forty five day demonstration in order to 

disuade the state production corporation’s (CORFO) from carrying out its future plan for 

the country’s transportation industry.  Under the UP’s authorization, CORFO planned to 

“set up a pilot scheme for a state owned road haulage system in Aisén, southern 

Chile.”209

Truck owners had valid reasons to fear CORFO’s plan since the UP’s Minister of 

Economics Carlos Matus publicly supported nationalizing the transportation industry.  

Also, truckers resented the UP since they believed that the UP (instead of the Nixon 

administration) caused them to so suffer from parts shortages.  In 1972, they finally 

decided to send the Marxist government a loud message.  On October 10, truck owners 

stopped working at midnight.

 Truck owners, a part of the Chilean middle class, did not want CORFO’s 

scheme to take root in Aisén or in any province.  Truck owners feared that after the UP 

established a state owned haulage system in Chile’s far southern region, it would 

eventually spread the same system to the rest of the country’s provinces.   

210 211

Allende did not let this middle class challenge go unanswered.

 

212

                                                                                                                                                 
207 Senate Select Committee page 177; Chairman Senator Frank Church; 1976. Hearings Before. 
208 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , 139-143, 150.  
209 Ibid. , 140-142.          
210 Ibid. , 143. 
211 Ibid. , 142.   
212 Ibid. , 140-147. 

 Government 

officials immediately arrested the leaders of the protest in order to prevent social 

instability from spreading across the country.  Yet, the arrests did not work.  Truck 

owners had already unleashed an enormous opposition movement.  
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The UP failed to prevent the anti-Marxist movement from spreading across the 

country and to members of other professions within a short amount of time.  León 

Vilarín, the president of the national association of truck-owners, Confederación 

Nacional de Dueños de Camiones de Chile, created an opportunity for small business 

owners and professionals to vent frustration that had built up under the UP.  When 

truckers walked off of the job on October 10, a large portion of the middle class used 

their strike as an opportunity to fight back against the UP’s nationalization plans for the 

Chilean economy.213 Middle class and professional Chileans joined the truckers’ strike in 

order to protest against the UP for implementing an economic policy that allegedly 

prevented them from obtaining spare parts during times of shortages.214 215

 On August 22, right-wing radio and middle-class housewives drummed up the 

prelude to the October truckers’ strike. “Radio Agricultura,” the radio station that PyL 

operated, convinced these ladies to bang pots and pans in the streets for fifteen 

minutes.

 

Origins of the Strike and the UP starts to lose control of Chile 

216 PyL encouraged house-wives to repeat their behavior each night at 10 p.m. 

during the opening days of the 1972 strike since it served as their way of telling the UP 

that many Chileans disagreed with Allende’s economic policies.217

In response to this outward sign of discontent, the UP silenced PyL’s radio station.  

The UP ordered the station to shut down.  This move backfired since many Chileans 

feared that the UP would continue to suppress political dissent.  The PN’s, PDC’s, and 

   

                                                 
213 Ibid. , 142-144. 
214 Ibid. , 139-144. 
215 Sigmund, Overthrow, 185. 
216 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , 140-142.          
217 Ibid.   
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CIA’s propaganda immediately gained more credibility in the eyes of the Chilean public 

since they had already predicted that Chile’s Marxist ruling coalition would threaten 

traditional freedoms under Allende.218

Stifling dissent with arrests and silencing opposition radio not only damaged the 

UP’s reputation, it also galvanized Chileans into the arms of Allende’s enemies.  The UP 

“played directly into the hands” of the Chilean right and Nixon’s administration.

                         

219 

Middle class Chileans gravitated towards the anti-Marxist movement as the PDC rebuked 

the UP for taking tough measures against strike supporters.220

One of Allende’s bold moves added fuel to the fire for the opposition.  A couple of 

days after the strike began, the UP “had promulgated a state of emergency in the twelve 

provinces of the center and south of the country, from Valparaíso to Bío-Bío.”

   

221 

Following this call for action, the Chamber of Commerce decided to widen the scope of 

the strike.  On October 13, the chamber called for business owners and workers to close 

all shops as the strike spread to other unions and professional associations.222

                                                 
218 Ibid. , 141-146. 
219 Ibid.  , 142.   
220 Sigmund, Overthrow, 184-187. 
221 Haslam, Nixon Admin. , 142. 
222 Ibid.  

 Two days 

later, the PDC called for the rest of the population to join forces with right-wing Chileans 

who belonged to the PN.  On October 16, students, doctors, technicians, bank employees, 

dentists, lawyers, and merchant seamen joined the strike.  Two-thirds of agricultural 

workers also followed the call of the centrist party between October 10 and 21. Between 
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600,000 and 700,000 people from multiple sectors of society filled the ranks of Chile’s 

anti-Marxist social movement.223 224

Chile’s massive anti-Marxist movement spread from the southern part of the 

country to the most populous parts of the country in only eleven days.  It caused prices to 

sky-rocket since truckers refused to transport goods to market and business owners 

refused to open stores to the public.  As a result of the country’s transportation paralysis 

and business owners’ unwillingness to sell what they had, the price of food items such as 

potatoes rose from 2 escudos in 1971 to 50 escudos.

          

225

The struggle between Allende and the upper classes rapidly engulfed Chile in a 

virtual class war.

 The strike created a major 

problem for the UP since the government could not control the price of food and as a 

result, Chileans had to spend more money in order to eat and survive.   

226 Middle class protesters repeatedly clashed with UP supporters.  

Between the second and third week of the strike, demonstrators sabotaged railway lines, 

attacked “a convoy of twenty three tractors en route to spring sowing,” and shot at UP 

truck drivers between Santiago and Valparaíso.227 Allende’s government steadily lost its 

ability to maintain law and order as the country approached the brink of anarchy.  The UP 

resorted to fighting demonstrators with tear gas and water cannons in order prevent them 

from bringing it down.228
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Allende tries to quell the Strike and reaches the negotiating Table  

Allende quickly invoked the emergency powers that the Constitution gave to him.  

After declaring a ‘“state of emergency”’ Allende exercised his power to call the armed 

forces to restore order to the provinces of Chile engulfed in the strike.  The emergency 

powers allowed Allende to order police officers and soldiers to seize opposition media 

outlets, requisition trucks from private companies, and arrest strikers who barricaded the 

roads.  Yet, Allende’s aggressive course of action failed to end the strike.  Strikers 

continued to paralyze the country with blockades and demonstrations.  Allende’s 

government remained on the defensive during October 1972.229

With a unified voice, Chile’s non-Marxist majority gave “an ultimatum to the 

Allende government to reverse its revolutionary course, abandon its socialist goals, and 

surrender its political project.”

                     

230

The Nixon administration helped strikers deliver a second blow to the UP.  While 

the strike was still in force but nearing a resolution on October 26, the Forty Committee 

“approved the largest covert expenditure in Chile since the 1964 election.”

 Allende’s enemies planned to create even more long-

term chaos if he did not alter the UP’s agenda.  Anti-Marxist Chileans forced him into a 

position of negotiation and almost out of authority in less than a month.   

The Nixon Administration helps Allende’s internal Enemies intensify their devastating 

Blow to the UP 

231
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 The 

Committee decided to give a total of $1,427,666 to the PDC, PN, and “newly mobilized 

private sector organizations.” The Committee made its decision one day before the UP’s 
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“negotiations with the strikers were broken off.”232 On the 27th, strike leaders gave the 

UP an unrealistic ultimatum.  They demanded that the UP “rescind changes made to the 

economy and society since 1970,” which would have forced Allende’s ruling coalition to 

contradict its own philosophy.233

Even though the CIA claimed to have authorized its funds for the opposition’s 

political campaigns in March 1973, scholars have strongly suggested that the CIA’s 

money really went to Allende’s internal enemies so that they would prolong the strike.

                       

234 

Since the US probably gave middle class Chileans and Allende’s ideological opponents 

enough money to pay their bills while on strike, they continued to shut-down the 

country’s transportation system, create chaos in the streets, and disrupt the economy.235

On October 28, the situation seriously deteriorated for Allende since the PN tried to 

take one of Chile’s established democratic institutions out of his reach.  The PN called 

upon congressional leaders “to declare parliament entirely independent of 

government.”

 

Their renewed efforts intensified the strike so much that the UP lost too much control of 

society in order to keep it stable during the long-run.     

236
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 Even though the PN by itself did not have enough political strength 

within parliament to take it out of Allende’s reach, the PN’s public statement symbolized 

that right-wing Chileans had moved too far to the right to ever reach a compromise with 

Allende.  From October 28 forward, Allende had to ask military officers for their help 

when he needed to negotiate with the right.  US logistical support and funding made it 
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possible for right-wing Chileans to protract their strike and go beyond the point of no 

return with the UP.237

UP leaders realized that the strike “cost the country more than $170 million” dollars 

between October 10 and early November.

                  

Barely Alive and bleeding to Death, October-December 1972  

238

Allende’s supporters quickly responded before anti-Marxists could bring down the 

UP.  Workers at Amador Yarur’s former cotton mill, and similar factories all over Chile, 

rallied behind their president.

 They realized that if this trend continued, 

the UP would eventually lose so much money that it could no longer maintain the 

military, police, courts, roads, and all other basic social services.  Allende had to defeat 

the strike before it completely shutdown the government and caused it to collapse under 

bankruptcy.                

239 Since UP leaders approved of the worker led “seizure 

and socialization” of Yarur’s mill in April 1971, mill workers loyally repaid Allende with 

their support during the strike.240

However, they also had another reason to support the UP.  If the UP fell from 

power, Jorge Yarur (former boss who ran the factory) would probably return to the 

factory, fire left-wing workers, and decrease salaries for those who remained at the 

mill.

  

241
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 Grass-roots supporters at the mill rallied to prop up the UP in order to save 

themselves just like thousands of other Chilean laborers did during the strike.      
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While UP supporters clashed with strikers on a grass-roots level, Allende counter 

attacked them from a weakened position of authority.  Allende staved off the “revolution 

from above;” however, he failed to prevent the strike from inflicting major economic 

damage on the UP.  Strikers managed to weaken the UP so much that it never fully 

recovered.242

Workers at Yarur’s former mill took a proactive role in order to prevent an 

economic collapse and transportation shut-down.  They retooled the mill’s machine shop 

for the assembly of trucks, maintained requisitioned vehicles in the industry’s garage, and 

parked the government’s trucks within the safety of its walled-in area.

  

UP Supporters temporarily patch a mortal Wound 

 243 After leaving 

the mill’s guarded boundaries, truck drivers had to avoid street demonstrations that could 

easily inflict damage on their vehicles.  Truck drivers also had to avoid barricades and 

PyL’s three pronged steel tacks littering the highways.244 Whenever they did manage to 

successfully maneuver around these obstacles, truck drivers directly distributed food and 

supplies to lower class neighborhoods and peasants.245

Mill workers lent trucks and drivers to the Ministry of Economy in order to break 

the strike on a national level.  Other working-class Chileans did the same.  They 

contributed manpower and supplies to government officials so that the UP could transport 

food to market places and government operated stores throughout the country.  With the 

government on the verge of collapse, grass-root supporters prevented massive starvation 
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and social unrest from breaking out within the lower class during October and early 

November 1972.246

With US financial and logistical support fueling Chile’s anti-Marxist protest 

movement, Allende had only one real option left.  Allende decided to discuss the option 

of “drawing the military into government” with leaders of the UP’s main parties.  During 

the meeting, many of the UP’s leaders repeatedly said no to him.

  

 Concessions, political Stalemate, and the Calm before the Storm 

247

Allende chose the practical option.  Even though the “central committee” of the PS 

claimed that it would leave his cabinet, on November 1, the president decided to bring 

military officers into ministerial positions.

 Yet, no one provided 

Allende with an alternative plan to end the strike.  He had to decide between infuriating 

his closest colleagues or completely losing control of the Chilean government to the anti-

Marxist demonstration during the long-run.                   

248 Allende’s political move alleviated the fears 

of the PDC.  It assured centrists that the military would oversee an impartial 

parliamentary election in March 1973.249

Instead of taking down the government in November, centrists just decided that 

they would vote against UP congressional candidates during the upcoming March 

elections of 1973.  The strike immediately decreased in intensity as centrists went back to 

work.  Only right-wing Chileans remained engaged in the strike as it withered away 

 Allende appeased Chilean centrists enough to 

deter them from continuing the strike.       
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during early to mid-November.  Allende’s most ardent opponents had to wait for another 

opportunity to lop the head off of an economically and politically devastated UP.250

Allende’s internal enemies and, to a great extent, the Nixon administration forced 

Allende to pay a high price since he had to appoint military officers into ministerial 

positions.  He had to turn over a degree of power to unelected military officers, which 

caused “a new stage in civil-military relations” to emerge in Chile.

 

251 On November 2, 

1972, the military started to play a major role in governing the country.252

President Allende swore in General Carlos Prats as minister of the interior, Admiral 

Ismael Huerta Díaz as minister of public works and transport, and Brigadier-General 

Claudio Sepúlveda as minister of mines.

   

253 After swearing them in, Prats and Díaz 

gradually convinced the property owning classes and ideological opponents of Allende to 

end their strike.  Prats promised Chilean strikers that he would negotiate with those who 

lost property to the government during the strike so that they would get their property 

back.  Under the UP’s orders, Prats took this non-combative approach in order to 

convince the last strikers to go back to work and avoid igniting a second major strike that 

could kill Allende’s dying government in October 1972.254

Allende bought the UP some time when he made concessions that some of the 

strikers found acceptable.  Centrists realized that under the watchful eye of military 

officers, Allende could not manipulate or alter the results of the upcoming congressional 
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elections of March 1973.255

In early 1973, the PDC finally shifted far enough to the right in order to officially 

join forces with the PN in an electoral alliance called the Democratic Confederation 

(Confederación Democrática CODE).

 Allende’s opponents turned their efforts away from stirring 

up social chaos with their strike and towards throwing UP congressmen out of office 

during the upcoming “free and fair” elections.  They ended the strike in November and 

turned back to electoral politics in order to bring down Allende’s government.   

An official Alliance between the Chilean Right and Center: the Democratic 

Confederation of 1973 

256 Both parties formed the CODE so that they 

could achieve the following: (1) win two thirds of the seats in the Chilean Congress 

necessary to impeach Allende or override his presidential vetoes; and (2) maintain a large 

enough majority to continue blocking the government’s legislative agenda to achieve 

socialism.257

Chile’s anti-Marxist alliance won 54.7% of the vote on March 4.  However, to the 

dismay of centrists and right-wing Chileans, CODE did not win the two thirds majority 

necessary to remove Allende’s government.

 CODE only achieved its second goal.  

258 CODE only had enough strength to defeat 

the UP’s legislative road to socialism in the halls of Congress.  It could not kill the UP 

politically.  Therefore, the political stalemate between anti-Marxist Chileans and the UP 

continued.259
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After the election, CODE’s prominent centrist, former Chilean President Frei, 

publicly called upon the military to remove the UP from power in order to break the 

stalemate.260 Frei, along with CODE, urged the military to enforce the Arms Control Act 

against left-wing organizations, and asked for “all Chileans to organize themselves 

against” the UP’s totalitarian threat.261

In June 1973, Allende tried to outmaneuver his political opponents and critics 

within the military before they could carry out a coup.  The president called upon General 

Prats to broker a political truce between the UP and the opposition.  Prats, loyal to his 

constitutionally elected government, followed his president’s request and suggested to the 

opposition that everyone should follow a national emergency plan in case the political 

stalemate never broke.  In response, right-wing and centrist Chileans rejected his plan 

since they did not trust the UP.

 Frei, who represented a growing number of 

centrist Chileans, finally turned to the military to solve the country’s political crisis.  

They no longer recognized the UP’s constitutional right to govern the country.             

262

Centrist and right-wing Chileans had already moved too far to the right to reach a 

compromise with the UP.  After watching the Chilean economy deteriorate and social 

unrest increase, some right-wing military officers shifted so far to the right that they took 

matters into their own hands.  On June 29, 1973, a small group of military officers and 

soldiers within Chile’s Second Armored Regiment seized control of downtown Santiago, 
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and then attacked the Presidential Palace and Ministry of Defense for a few short 

hours.263 264 265

General Augusto Pinochet assisted Prats in surrounding the rebels with troops loyal 

to the constitutionally elected government.  They ordered the other army units stationed 

in Santiago to put down the revolt.  Together, Pinochet and Prats put down the type of 

military coup that Nixon’s administration, depending on Allende’s internal enemies, had 

tried to indirectly provoke for more than two and a half years.

  

266

Nixon’s administration and Allende’s internal enemies managed to create enough 

internal chaos to convince some military officers and soldiers to take up arms against 

their government.

  

267 After witnessing the first outward sign of military discontent, 

Nixon’s administration continued to pay students, members of the PyL and Roland Matus 

Brigade (a PN extremist organization), and miners to stir up even more chaos.  These 

groups carried out strikes, street demonstrations, and altercations (fights between right-

wing students and police officers) that spread chaos throughout Chile.268 Truck owners 

and many other anti-Marxist Chileans carried out another string of strikes that “caused 

losses of $100 million to the Chilean economy” during the middle of 1973.269 As the 

country’s internal economic conditions declined and chaos spread, military officers and 

civilian leaders started to press forward with their plan to execute a well coordinated 

coup.270
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Conclusion 

With the CIA’s subsidized newspapers, the Sepa and Tribuna, calling for a military 

coup and Chile’s council of generals forcing Prats to resign from his positions of Defense 

Minister and Army Commander on August 23, 1973, most Chileans started to realize that 

the UP had probably reached the end of its days. 271 Prats no longer stood in the way of 

Allende’s enemies and coup plotters in the military.  In fact, no loyalist (or former 

loyalist) stood in the way after Prats resigned.  Pinochet, whom Allende trusted enough to 

replace Prats with, had already decided behind closed doors not to interfere with the 

upcoming coup that right-wing officers secretly discussed on the 22nd.272

On September 11, 1973, Generals Gustavo Leigh and Pinochet, and Admirals 

Castro Merino and Justiniano Huidobro unleashed a well coordinated coup that quite a 

number of Chilean military officers had worked on for months.

  

273 Since July, anti-

Marxist officers started to make plans and take the necessary steps to depose of Allende’s 

government.274 Allende’s military enemies finally did Nixon’s dirty work when they cut-

off communication lines between Allende’s government and the rest of the Chilean 

populace; and then bombed La Moneda, the presidential palace where Pinochet’s soldiers 

supposedly found Allende laying dead in a chair from a gunshot wound.275
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 Nixon and 

Kissinger, having known that Chile’s military planned to carry-out the coup at least 

twelve hour before it started, privately delighted in having created the internal conditions 

that provoked anti-Marxist Chileans into bringing down the UP.  According to Dallek, 
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Nixon and Kissinger congratulated themselves for making what they viewed as a “major 

gain for U.S. foreign policy” in the Western hemisphere.276

The Nixon administration authorized the CIA to spend more than $8 million on its 

operations in Chile “between 1970 and 1973 in an effort to make it impossible for Dr. 

Allende to govern.”

  

277

My contribution brought together literature that looked at the overthrow of Allende 

from an internal perspective with literature that looked at his ouster as a product of the 

Nixon administration’s actions.  My investigation focused on the interplay between the 

twin prongs of internal dissent and external pressure that Nixon’s administration placed 

 Even though the administration did not cause all of Allende’s 

internal problems, it significantly contributed to the process of unification that brought all 

anti-Marxist Chileans into the same opposition movement by October 1972.  Nixon’s 

economic and covert CIA war helped cause shortages, inflation, and an economic 

downturn that drove 600,000 to 700,000 right-wing and centrist Chileans into the same 

anti-Marxist movement that manifested itself during the truckers’ strike of October 1972.  

The anti-Marxist movement then delivered a mortal blow to Allende’s government since 

it drained the UP’s treasury of more than $170 million during the months of October and 

November.  The UP suffered such a financial and political loss during the strike that 

Allende’s governing coalition lost its grip on power and control of society.  Thus, 

Allende’s internal enemies and Nixon’s administration unleashed the strike that paved the 

way for military officers to overthrow the UP with a well coordinated coup on September 

11, 1973.   
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on the UP.  Furthermore, my investigation into the time period leading up to the strike 

contributed the following: (1) a discussion of Chile’s internal politics of the late 1960’s 

and early 1970’s; (2) a thorough explanation of the Nixon administration’s interaction 

with and use of Chile’s internal anti-Marxist opposition groups between 1970 and 1973; 

and (3) a better understanding of how the Nixon administration engineered the overthrow 

of the UP during the span of three years while depending on Allende’s internal enemies 

to execute it.     
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